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Abstract
The benefits of information sharing along supply chains are well known for improving productivity and reducing costs.
However, with the shift towards more dynamic and flexible supply chains, privacy concerns severely challenge the required information retrieval. A lack of trust between the different involved stakeholders inhibits advanced, multi-hop
information flows, as valuable information for tracking and tracing products and parts is either unavailable or only
retained locally. Our extensive literature review of previous approaches shows that these needs for cross-company
information retrieval are widely acknowledged, but related work currently only addresses them insufficiently. To overcome these concerns, we present PrivAccIChain, a secure, privacy-preserving architecture for improving the multi-hop
information retrieval with stakeholder accountability along supply chains. To address use case-specific needs, we particularly introduce an adaptable configuration of transparency and data privacy within our design. Hence, we enable
the benefits of information sharing as well as multi-hop tracking and tracing even in supply chains that include mutually distrusting stakeholders. We evaluate the performance of PrivAccIChain and demonstrate its real-world feasibility
based on the information of a purchasable automobile, the e.GO Life. We further conduct an in-depth security analysis and propose tunable mitigations against common attacks. As such, we attest PrivAccIChain’s practicability for
information management even in complex supply chains with flexible and dynamic business relationships.
Keywords: multi-hop collaboration, tracking and tracing, Internet of Production, e.GO, attribute-based encryption

1. Introduction
Supply chain management (SCM) relies on large-scale information systems for tracking the relevant activities of
numerous, potentially globally distributed, suppliers [1]. By definition [2], supply chains involve multiple steps where
each hop corresponds to handing over goods between different companies, i.e., different stakeholders. All goods,
parts, or intermediate products are passed along the supply chain with intermediate production and assembly steps
until, eventually, the final product is assembled [3]. Obtaining sufficient information about each step is crucial for
the final producer to enable tracing parts either for quality assurance or to assert a sustainable or otherwise preferable
origin of the product’s raw materials [4]. While the ongoing digitalization of production processes benefits generating
the required data, information retrieval becomes more challenging as more fine-grained data is being generated in a
highly distributed manner [5]. Additionally, widely gathered feedback data, e.g., information on a customer’s usage of
the product [6], further increases the complexity of desired information retrieval from SCM systems.
While traditional SCM mainly deals with the timely shipment of goods, meeting demand with sufficient quantity,
and advanced storage management [3, 7], the increasing digitalization and additional requirements for information
retrieval along the supply chain highlight the need for more holistic SCM approaches. Besides handling the vastly
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increased volume of relevant data gathered at each step, we also must rethink collaboration strategies for different
stakeholders. Established localized profit optimizations for individual suppliers can lead to miscalculations regarding
demand and available supplies, transportation capabilities and delays, as well as general logistic problems, such as
deliveries to unintended locations, inappropriate packaging, or incorrect labeling [7–9]. The costs resulting from these
(potentially avoidable) miscalculations and mistakes quadruplicated over a period of 24 years for certain industries [10].
To counteract this development, the joining of business operations across company boundaries as well as a sharing
of profits and risks within the complete supply chain has been proven to increase trust between business partners, to
accelerate business performance, and, ultimately, to improve customer satisfaction and competitiveness [11, 12]. Transitioning to an information management that allows for supply chain-wide information retrieval despite the potential
lack of trust between some participating suppliers is crucial to seize these currently unrealized potentials.
These requirements are further expressed in the recent notation of the Internet of Production (IoP) [6, 13], where the
selection of suppliers is assumed to be highly dynamic based on momentary needs. This collaboration model further
exacerbates the need for fine-grained and trustworthy information retrieval along supply chains. In addition to apparent
trust issues among previously unaffiliated companies [7], the localized information storage, i.e., compartmentalization,
remains a major open challenge [14, 15]. Namely, producers remain unable to validate claims by their suppliers due to
a lack of sharing crucial information, and keeping sensitive information in centralized data vaults requires appropriate
(data) security measures [16], especially considering the increasingly volatile context of the IoP [16].
Even though research and industry are aware of these issues [3, 7, 17, 18], newly proposed approaches do not offer
satisfactory solutions, as they lack appropriate considerations of data privacy [19–25], multi-hop environments [26–
28], or scalability [23, 29, 30]. Yet, related work underpins the relevance of our outlined scenario [31] and the resulting
use cases [32, 33]. Especially solutions to track and trace products and goods along the supply chain [31] allow for a
timely and reliable identification of and reaction to issues within the supply chain. Furthermore, establishing collaboration without prior trust relationships requires to provide stakeholders with advanced accountability and verifiability
features [34]. Blockchain technology, an emerging solution in various domains (e.g., health care [35], manufacturing [36], or smart cities [37]), has previously been identified as a valuable candidate [3, 38, 39] to offer these features
via its decentralized and immutable event log to achieve consensus even among mutually distrusting parties.
By taking blockchain technology and previously proposed approaches into account, we provide a fully-featured
supply chain architecture that especially addresses multi-hop information flows while also providing accountability. To
account for the sensitivity of (shared) information as well, we consider the trade-off between privacy and transparency,
i.e., we provide an adaptable design to realize the envisioned benefits without introducing unwarranted privacy risks.
Contributions. In this paper, we utilize blockchain technology to improve the information availability and accountability across multiple hops of large supply chains while carefully gauging data privacy and transparency. This
paper extends our previous work [40] that proposes the initial architecture for providing multi-hop accountability along
supply chains. We extend our work by systematically reviewing related work, detailing all design aspects of our proposed architecture, PrivAccIChain, and by thoroughly evaluating PrivAccIChain based on a real-world supply chain
of an in-store purchasable automobile, the e.GO Life. Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper.
• We provide an in-depth literature review of existing approaches that propose approaches for multi-hop information retrieval along supply chains. We investigate both, centralized and blockchain-backed, approaches based
on ten comprehensive system properties (cf. Table 1) and identify the need for further research in this domain.
• We present the full details of our novel and previously outlined [40] architecture, PrivAccIChain, that achieves
a tunable trade-off between data privacy and transparency. Namely, we provide additional details on our hybrid
encryption scheme, the required policy design, and the blockchain-based verification of recorded fingerprints.
• We base our performance evaluation on a real-world use case to showcase PrivAccIChain’s applicability by
decomposing the supply chain of a purchasable automobile, which consists of an assembly of over 2000 parts.
• To address potential concerns in industry, we cover twelve potential attack vectors against PrivAccIChain in our
security discussion. We discuss their likelihood and severity and provide suitable and tunable countermeasures.
Paper Organization. In Section 2, we detail our considered scenario and emphasize the need for information
retrieval along supply chains, i.e., (multi-hop) tracking and tracing. In Section 3, we compare existing approaches
based on ten comprehensive properties. Then, we derive the design goals of suitable architectures in Section 4 before
presenting PrivAccIChain in Section 5. In Section 6, we analyze the real-world supply chain of a car manufacturer for
our evaluation in Section 7. In Section 8, we discuss the security of our approach, before concluding in Section 9.
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Figure 1: In our scenario, we consider the complete supply chain from the resource provider (e.g., from the oil field R3 ), over possibly multiple
intermediate producers, to a final producer A assembling or manufacturing the final product. Today, information flows between direct partners are
well-established [41]. However, information flows along the horizontal dimension are not widely in place even though they would enable multi-hop
tracking and tracing [7]. Vertical information flows require special consideration as they entail further, potentially unwanted, consequences [42].

2. Considered Supply Chains and their Desirable Information Flows
Due to the varying definitions of supply chains in related work, we first present our view as a foundation for
the remainder of the paper. To this end, we define the structure of supply chains in Section 2.1, discuss existing
information flows in Section 2.2, and detail the need for tracking and tracing in Section 2.3. Finally, we derive six
desirable properties of approaches that attempt to improve the information flows and the data sharing along supply
chains. In Section 3, we partially base our analysis of existing work on this set of desirable properties.
2.1. The Structure of Today’s Supply Chains
Supply chains consist of multiple hops, each representing a company that serves as a supplier, producer, customer,
or service provider, such as transportation. Overall, they originate from an initial resource and lead to a final product.
While the business relationships of these companies are bidirectional (e.g., goods flow in one direction and payments in
the other direction) and can be represented as an undirected graph, product flows always constitute an acyclic process,
i.e., product flows correspond to a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In Figure 1, we visualize an exemplary supply chain
graph that consists of resource providers, represented by nodes with no incoming edges, intermediate producers that
have both incoming and outgoing edges, and a single final producer with only having incoming edges.
Different product flows are combined by production processes, i.e., we describe them with nodes in the DAG.
We further consider ownership transfers, which we detail with edges in our considered DAG. Hereby, we consider
transportation services as separate production processes, i.e., we model each product flow with only two different
actions: namely a produce step and a trade step, which is later incorporated into our data record structure (cf. Section
5.5). Besides product flows, the DAG also represents the product composition by linking the respective flows to each
other. This linkage, in theory, allows involved companies to determine products that utilize certain subcomponents
as well as to identify those components that are used by a composed product by traversing the DAG for information
retrieval.
Following this description of physical flows in our considered supply chain scenario, we next introduce existing
(digital) information flows along supply chains in more detail.
2.2. Information Flows between Business Partners and Suppliers
Apart from physical product flows, modern supply chains also include (digital) information flows between business
partners. Nowadays, information usually only flows between direct partners and, as a result, the flow of information
over multiple hops is only limited, possibly severely delayed or non-existing. With respect to our supply chain example
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in Figure 1, an information flow between the Companies A and B exists. An exchange of information between Producer A and Producer C, however, is usually missing, even though such an advanced multi-hop information flows would,
for instance, enable common use cases such as tracking and tracing of individual products [31], and joint operations
between indirect business partners [11]. While a collaboration of businesses over multiple hops has been identified
to improve the business performance by allowing faster responses to supply shortcomings or changed customer demands [13] as well as inter-business production optimizations [43], a revelation of business secrets can negatively
impact the competitiveness [7]. Therefore, companies currently limit the data sharing to long-term business relationships with well-established trust [7], i.e., dynamic and short-lived relationships are severely inferior in this regard.
Low-Trust Relationships. In contrast to these well-established relationships, we explicitly consider short-term
business relationships that are quickly established and potentially short-lived with the purpose of adapting to (temporarily) changed requirements and needs. Hence, they lack the valuable long-term trust and, therefore, impede the
flow of information. For such low-trust environments, traditional approaches for information-based collaboration and
information retrieval are unsuitable as they require mutual trust and do not take these novel low-trust relationships into
account. Naturally, traditional business relationships should also be supported in such settings. To offer significant
benefits through multi-hop information sharing in combination with low-trust business relationships that do not negatively impact the companies’ competitiveness, careful decisions on which information should be shared are required.
These decisions heavily depend on the considered use case and the involved stakeholders. For example, in supply
chains with low volumes, part numbers can reveal interesting details on the supplier’s production capabilities and utilization [14], while they are completely insensitive for mass-produced articles. In addition, the company that shares
the data should remain in control of granting access to the information. Consequentially, a potential central entity that
handles these data exchanges or relays information must implement appropriate access control.
Referencing the scenario that we outline in Figure 1, Company C and Company D neither have a direct nor multi-hop
business relationship in our considered supply chain. Therefore, information flowing between these parties is usually
undesired and should not be fostered or even promoted. However, information flows between the Companies C and A
should be supported even though their business relationship is only indirect. The sharing of information on production
processes and product properties particularly yields the applications of tracking and tracing along the supply chain. To
further elaborate on these applications, we explicitly look into the identification of production and product issues over
multiple hops in the following.
2.3. The Benefits of Multi-Hop Tracking and Tracing
We now introduce tracking and tracing as specific, but common [31] use cases for multi-hop information flows in
digitized supply chains that offer a benefit especially in volatile and short-lived supply chains, e.g., scenarios where
companies dynamically react to customer change requests. Tracking and tracing allow companies to identify previous
and subsequent production steps and the respective products over multiple hops. The ability to identify the root cause
of a problem [44] as well as potentially affected subsequent products is relevant for several scenarios. Here, quality
assurance [4] as well as the minimization of harm for customers and other businesses are prominent examples. Apart
from recalls of tampered or spoiled food products [31], tracing of individual components is highly relevant following
car or plane accidents [45], where the process of revealing product histories relies on manual inspections that require
longer periods of time and cannot guarantee a successful outcome. Similar considerations also hold for valuable, safetycritical medical products with large quantities [46]. Due to the significance of tracking and tracing individual products
and components, which we also underline in Section 6, we explicitly include these applications in our scenario.
Tracking. Tracking a product allows companies to identify subsequent products that utilize or modify the former.
In Figure 1, tracking a microcontroller produced at Company D would either reveal the engine assembled at Producer
B as well as the automobile at Company A over two hops, or just the automobile at A, depending on the product flow
of the specific product instance. The possibility to identify subsequent products is beneficial for quality assurance, for
instance, since tracking allows companies to identify those products that are potentially affected by a faulty production
charge of a specific product.
Tracing. Similar to tracking, tracing represents the process of identifying subcomponents of a product. In the
example in Figure 1, tracing based on the final good (automobile, A) reveals the following previous production steps
and the corresponding products. The revelation covers the engine at B and the microcontroller at D, but also the screws
at C and all previous production steps until the resource providers are revealed. As for tracking, the provision of product
information over multiple hops is the crucial requirement for automated, reliable and fast tracing that allows both the
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revelation of full supply chain structures as well as dedicated inspection of single production paths. Due to the potential
of gaining advanced insights into existing supply chain structures, considerations for enabling tracing always need to
cover respective privacy preservation mechanisms.
Combining both, tracking and tracing, allows for advanced multi-hop product analyses as well as sophisticated
quality control [38, 44]. We exemplary consider the case where Company C detects an issue with multiple products
that is caused by one or multiple subcomponents. Provided that a specific charge produced by the metal provider R2 is
identified as the root of the problem with the help of tracking, C can provide these insights to R2 as well as the downstream multi-hop business partners B and A, who can react to the issue early on. Furthermore, R2 can utilize tracing to
identify those companies that might be affected by the same issue, e.g., D and, iteratively, B and A. Hence, the combination of tracking and tracing allows businesses to identify the root of production issues and to reduce follow up costs by
informing direct and indirect business partners on these issues at an early stage. The identification of production issues
and the subsequent determination of affected products positively affects the trust of customers and business partners, allows for improved lifetime estimates, reduces the need for maintenance downtimes, and further reduces costs resulting
from undetected product issues. However, careful access control mechanisms are necessary to minimize unintended
data revelation or even data leaks that might have a negative impact on the company’s competitiveness [7, 47].
Based on the outlined supply chain scenario and tracking and tracing as prominent and important applications, we
derive a set of desired properties for multi-hop information sharing in today’s and tomorrow’s digitized supply chains.
2.4. Desirable Properties for Approaches Improving the Data Sharing Along Supply Chains
We identify the following six properties that address collaboration within our previously presented scenario (cf.
Section 2.1). We consider these properties to be an essential foundation for respective approaches, since the combination of low-trust business environments and the presented applications directly yield these properties.
P1: No-Trust Assumption. An approach should not require trust between different participants for its operation. In
particular, a limited amount of trust is only needed for direct or indirect business relations. Companies that do not have
business relationships do not have to trust each other at all. Since our scenario explicitly considers short-term business
relationships and the matching lack-of-trust environments, approaches that require well-established trust relationships.
Thus, only approaches that take the no-trust assumption into account can provide benefits for dynamic supply chains.
P2: Data Privacy. Following the limited trust, we determine advanced data privacy features as crucial, i.e.,
approaches must consider the companies’ data privacy and provide privacy-preserving methods such that businesses
can protect their information from unauthorized access. In particular, appropriate data encryption in combination with
access control mechanisms is critical. Otherwise, businesses will isolate their data, i.e., prevent multi-hop data sharing.
P3: Accountability. All approaches should provide accountability features for processed data, i.e., it provides
guarantees on data existence and protection against manipulation, and does not only serve as a storage location for
unverifiable and illegitimate data. Due to the potential short-term business relationships, those sophisticated guarantees
are essential for achieving any benefits from utilizing the respective architecture.
P4: Multi-Hop Capabilities. Practical approaches must break the multi-hop barrier between different business to
provide a global view on supply chain data and its product flows. Since we explicitly focus on multi-hop collaboration
and tracking and tracing as popular applications, any approach must reliably enable multi-hop information flows.
P5: Product Modeling. Suitable approaches model the supply chain, the production processes, and products.
Thus, they can handle information on individual products and related production steps. This data ultimately helps
companies to identify production issues and to assess the quality of individual products. Utilizing multi-hop data and
information flows, product modeling further enables autonomous multi-hop tracking and tracing.
P6: Scalability. Proposed designs must offer a scalable concept to support large-scale, real-world supply chains.
To introduce benefits to supply chains, every architecture needs to adequately scale with the number of participating
companies as well as the amount of shared information (number of product flows and volume of information flows).
The latter factor is influenced by both the production volumes of involved companies and the covered time period of
supply chain interactions.
In the next section, we present a survey on approaches that (remotely) address our scenario, as these approaches
consider product digitization, tracking and tracing, and multi-hop information sharing in general. Based on this survey,
we further extend our set of desirable properties and compare the covered approaches in Section 3.3.
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3. Literature Review on Related Work in Supply Chains with Multi-Hop Information Sharing
In this section, we conduct an extensive review of previous academic literature on digital collaboration in supply
chains as a foundation for our work. In Section 3.1, we first present our methodology for considering related work in
our review and present an overview of existing surveys in this research area. Subsequently, we provide a high-level
overview of existing approaches in Section 3.2. Finally, we extend our list of desirable properties to a comprehensive
list (P1–P10) for respective supply chain platforms and compare all presented approaches accordingly in Section 3.3.
3.1. The Methodology of our Literature Review and Related Surveys
Even though blockchain technology is still a comparably new building block for decentralized services, its advantages for supply chain environments are already well-acclaimed. As a consequence, several surveys [31, 48–55]
study the use of blockchain technology regarding its applicability in the context of supply chain management. Other
related surveys look into the impact of blockchains on the industrial sector as a whole [56], on specific industries
(e.g., construction [57] or pharmaceuticals [58]), or logistics in general [28]. A common understanding is that open
adoption challenges exist (e.g., Gonczol et al. [31]) and the use of blockchain technology also introduces constraints
(e.g., Hald and Kinra [51]). Other publications motivate further promising research directions. For example, Wüst and
Gervais [3] look into the general feasibility of applying blockchain technology and Malik et al. [59] offer interesting
insights into blockchain-based reputation systems. Similarly, researchers advocate for targeted advances, for example,
in logistics [34], pharmaceuticals [60], and finance [61].
In contrast to those previous surveys, our literature review focuses on multi-hop tracking and tracing capabilities
in low-trust environments as we consider this aspect a crucial enabler for future use cases (cf. Section 2). Therefore,
we only include approaches that (at least partially) have multi-hop tracking and tracing in mind. Consequentially,
most considered approaches have been covered already by related surveys, but to the best of our knowledge, our
literature review is the first to specifically investigate currently available multi-hop capabilities holistically. Gonczol
et al. [31] recently provided an excellent first overview by dedicating special attention to approaches enabling product
traceability. We extend upon their work by (i) considering further approaches that are not included in the survey
conducted by Gonczol et al., and by (ii) assessing all approaches regarding our set of ten desirable properties for supply
chain platforms considering multi-hop tracking and tracing. In particular, we cover the desirable properties that we
identified before (cf. Section 2.4) as well as more general assessment properties (cf. Section 3.3). Additionally and in
contrast to existing surveys, we further broaden the scope of our review and its impact by also considering centralized
approaches (e.g., Appelhanz et al. [62]), i.e., we integrate non-blockchain-backed approaches into our analysis.
3.2. Existing Supply Chain Proposals and Implementations
We partition our further discussions according to the existing approaches’ main deployment model, i.e., whether
they operate in a centralized manner (Section 3.2.1) or based on a blockchain as a decentralized ledger (Section 3.2.2).
3.2.1. Centralized Platforms
As centralized platforms do not require any synchronization between the participating entities, they promise better performance than decentralized platforms. Furthermore, they ease the bootstrapping of new collaborators as all
participants will connect to the centralized platform. Depending on the exact scenario, waiving the use of blockchain
technology can entail better scalability (e.g., Nayak et al. [25]). Consequentially, in business environments with wellestablished trust relationships between direct and potentially even indirect business partners, centralized approaches
offer a viable platform design. However, a fully centralized platform can neither provide advanced accountability features nor enhance trust among collaborators [63], such that (limited) trust between business partners is crucial for the
applicability of such centralized platforms, i.e., they are usually unsuitable for tomorrow’s dynamic low-trust settings.
Despite the requirement for pre-existing trust relations, centralized approaches can still achieve improved transparency between companies and customers over multiple hops. Appelhanz et al. [62] propose a traceability system
for wood products that aims to increase customer’s purchase intentions by providing information on eco-friendliness
and general production conditions over multiple hops towards the customers [62]. To map products to digital representations, they consider Ink-printing as well as RFID tags, which are also common among others, not necessarily
centralized, approaches [23, 64–67]. Further centralized approaches address similar challenges, such as food traceability [64, 65, 67, 68], textile and clothing supply chain management [25], and tracking of tools for construction
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sites [69]. Although trust is explicitly required (e.g., Appelhanz et al. [62]) for certain approaches, such an assumption
is viable for well-established business relations or approaches that serve as a digital information platform for easing
work processes (e.g., Goodrum et al. [69]). Due to the centralized data management, accountability features can only
be provided by the platform operator. However, the presence of stronger trust relations improves the overall scalability
as the need for technical guarantees is reduced in this setting.
3.2.2. Blockchain-based Platforms
In contrast to centralized approaches, blockchain-based platforms avoid the necessity for trust between all collaborators by design, but consequentially face different challenges. Storing data immutably on a blockchain requires
careful a design process regarding (i) what data to store and (ii) to select appropriate data volumes to manage on-chain.
Otherwise, blockchain-based approaches are prone to permanent privacy breaches and poor scalability. However, a
decentralized and tamperproof data storage creates accountability even in low-trust environments. Utilization of data
encryption and offloading larger data amounts to off-chain storages can mitigate privacy and scalability concerns. Since
on-chain data is irrevocable, the applied encryption schemes have to provide special resistance against common attacks
as well as post-quantum security [70]. Application of these features requires careful considerations of the resulting
trust implications, i.e., inappropriate designs can re-introduce undesired trust assumptions and requirements.
In the remainder of this section, we present and discuss existing approaches for enabling multi-hop collaboration
along supply chains with the help of blockchain technology. Hereby, we focus on identifying their respective strengths
and weaknesses regarding data privacy, scalability as well as the underlying trust assumptions and requirements.
Our previous line of arguments on the drawbacks and benefits of utilizing blockchain technology is backed by
Abeyratne and Monfared [19]. They identify the value of blockchain technology for achieving consensus in low-trust
environments, where the limited trust between companies as well as customers can be improved by enabling a tracing
of products and by providing transparency for production processes. They further explicitly consider digital certificates
to assert the desired product quality. Extending upon this proposal by further reducing paperwork using a blockchain
can significantly reduce management costs resulting from manual accounting [34]. Similarly, Gao et al. [71] criticize
that maintaining a global view on a supply chain is challenging due to the variety of involved systems. As a mitigation,
they suggest to rely on blockchain technology to improve this situation.
Achieving appropriate scalability properties is a challenge for all blockchain-backed approaches in the context of
supply chains, since large amounts of transactions lead to growing blockchain sizes and might hit the blockchain’s
limitations regarding its achievable transaction throughput. Especially those approaches that keep track of individual
goods and their composition over multiple hops on-chain [20, 21, 23, 24, 29, 30, 38, 66, 72, 73] might suffer from
poor scalability regarding the complexity of today’s supply chain structures. However, specifically targeting more
narrow use cases of underlying supply chains can suffice to maintain appropriate scalability. We observe examples
regarding supply chains for food [18, 23, 24, 38, 66, 74–78], high-value goods such as jewelry or art [17, 63], or
pharmaceuticals [27, 79–84], as well as considering logistics only for already assembled products, product batches [26,
28, 85–88] or the post supply chain [22]. The real-world applicability of blockchain-based approaches, in general, is
underpinned by the growing number of production-grade platforms [17, 18, 27, 63, 72, 73, 79, 80, 82, 85, 87, 89].
Everledger [17], for instance, is a commercial project that provides accountable tracking and tracing of high-value
goods, i.e., diamonds, gemstones, wine, art, and further luxury goods, similarly to Project Provenance [63]. Although
Everledger is backed by a blockchain, it partially relies on a trusted third party (TTP). They address the drawbacks of
relying on a TTP by requiring a certification after ISO 27001 [90], which attests appropriate information treatment.
Despite their scalability challenges [71], approaches that consider multiple hops of a supply chain can still provide
promising performance, appropriate scalability, and comprehensive functionality. Malik et al. [38], for instance, propose ProductChain as an architecture for provenance in food supply chains that enables the blockchain-backed tracking
and tracing of food products. They specifically consider the inclusion of sensor data, e.g., temperature measurements
during transportation, as well as the encryption of this information, such that their approach addresses most of the
desired properties (cf. Section 2.4). However, they assume a special trust among participants as participants have to be
certified partners. Further, as tracking and tracing are implemented based on the information stored on the blockchain,
the respective references between different products are opaque to all participants. The proposal of Wang et al. [20] for
multi-hop tracking and tracing entails a similar privacy issue, as the respective references are not encrypted. Providing
privacy-preserving features for such meta information as well either requires on-chain encryption of tracking and tracing references or storing the respective information off-chain. The latter concept is also proposed for larger payloads
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by Weber et al. [91] for improved scalability. Instead of modeling individual products, they propose an accountable
blockchain-backed business process monitoring and active mediation between untrusted business partners.
Besides the targeted use cases (e.g., food chains) and the decisions on required properties for these use cases,
selecting the underlying blockchain technology further impacts the applicability of any approach in real-world deployments. While public ledgers, e.g., the public Ethereum network, promise strong, public accountability, permissioned
ledgers with a dedicated purpose, i.e., a specific supply chain, offer advanced features, higher transaction throughputs
and better scalability [92]. These considerations are in accordance with guidelines on the applicability of blockchain
for different use cases, including digitized supply chain environments, as discussed by Wüst and Gervais [3]. They
argue that the utilization of blockchain technology is only vindicated in low-trust supply chain environments, and only
permissioned ledgers provide additional value for the associated use cases.
Hereinafter, we extend our list of desirable properties (cf. Section 2.4) to also cover (technical) readiness and
compare the discussed approaches as well as our previous work [40] with respect to the resulting set of ten properties.
3.3. Comparison of Existing Work
To provide a standardized comparison and an overview of related work regarding our scenario (cf. Section 2), we
rate the fulfillment of the desired properties (cf. Section 2.4) for all previously mentioned approaches. In addition to
those desired properties, we assess the readiness of each approach by considering the following for additional and
scenario-independent properties, i.e., we give pointers regarding their potential impact in real-world deployments.
P7: Implementation. To assess whether an approach is ready for real-world deployment, we consider the existence
of (prototypic) implementations beyond the presented concepts. Additionally, we also consider the public availability
of claimed implementations, with a special focus on open-source releases. Publicly available implementations are
favorable, as they allow for an independent evaluation of any claimed properties and an independent evaluation.
P8: Evaluation. Given that the performance is a crucial aspect when judging the real-world feasibility, we also
rate whether the performance and applicability have been evaluated comprehensively, i.e., we check whether they are
based on a real-world scenario and whether they are based on realistic assumptions for their conducted evaluation.
P9: Universality. To allow for a fair comparison between use case-specific and universal approaches, we also
indicate whether the respective approach is universally usable, i.e., the approach should also operate in differently
structured supply chains and should not be bound to a single use case or product.
P10: Blockchain Type. As we detailed in Section 3.2, existing approaches are either centralized or blockchainbacked. From now on, we differentiate between the blockchain deployment models of blockchain-backed approaches.
With this selection of ten properties, we can now provide a holistic assessment of existing approaches that facilitate
digitized collaboration in supply chains. We summarize our findings in Table 1 and exemplify our considerations for
assessing the property fulfillment hereinafter. For each approach, we provide relative ratings of each property.
Rating Methodology. As part of our assessment of related work, we rate data privacy (P2) based on the provided encryption capabilities as well as the level of control that the data owner maintains over the respective data and
we now provide further details regarding our methodology of rating these qualitative aspects. Since Westerkamp et
al. [29] propose unencrypted product information on a public ledger, we rate the respective data privacy level as ⚪.
In contrast to this approach, ProductChain [38] encrypts production data, while all tracking and tracing references
remain unencrypted, such that we assess its data privacy as ◑. Our own approach [40] further allows the encryption
of tracking and tracing information, but the data owner cedes the control over the encrypted data to another party,
such that we rate the data privacy level as ◕. Finally, MediLedger [79] allows data encryption, and the data owner is
in sole control over her information, such that we rate the data privacy as ●. However, the requirement for the data
owner to grant access to her data on demand negatively affects MediLedger’s accountability ◑, which we usually rate
as ● for blockchain-backed approaches. Similarly, we rate the multi-hop capabilities (P4) and product modeling (P5)
based on the approaches’ considered scope along the supply chain and their granularity regarding individual products
and trades. Namely, we distinguish approaches that only consider single-hop protocol flows (⚪), multi-hop flows that
partially cover the supply chain (◑), and approaches conceptually capable of handling complete supply chains (●).
We follow a comparable approach when rating the remaining properties and explicitly state the respective utilized
blockchain type if applicable.
Although specialized approaches exist for each property, a holistic (use case-independent) approach is still missing.
While considerations of data privacy are treated only peripherally by many approaches (enhanced data privacy could
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1

be achieved without substantially changing the respective architectures), multi-hop capabilities and the achievable
scalability are tied more closely to the considered design decisions. While centralized approaches promise extensive
scalability, the scalability of blockchain-backed approaches significantly depends on the considered scenario (i.e., its
universality), the granularity of product modeling, and the amount of handled, stored, and exchanged information.
The lack of universal approaches that provide an accountable multi-hop production model with data privacy considerations and match real-world supply chain scaling demands emphasizes the necessity for further research on collaboration in digitized supply chains. In the subsequent section, we further reason on the presented insights of related
work to derive and formulate six design goals for architectures that address multi-hop collaboration in supply chains.
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4. Design Goals for Private Multi-Hop Accountability in Supply Chains
Based on our literature review (cf. Section 3) and the desirable properties (cf. Section 2.4), we now derive a minimal
set of design goals when providing multi-hop accountability for supply chains. This set of goals serves as a benchmark
for current and future approaches, especially our proposed architecture, which we introduce in Section 5. Overall, we
identify the six design goals of accountability, verifiability, privacy preservation, security, scalability, and autonomy.
In the following, we present each goal as well as their interplay to create a common understanding for future use.
G1: Accountability. With respect to the desirability of accountability (P3), we explicitly demand that all involved
parties need to be held responsible in case of identified misconduct, even in the absence of deliberately trusted parties
(P1). Besides creating an immutable event log, processed and stored information regarding business operations, production processes, and product flows must be recorded persistently in a tamperproof manner. The recording of supply
chain data must especially retain the ability for multi-hop tracking and tracing (P4) along supply chains. Hence, tamperproof and reliable data retention and provision of data to authorized parties are necessary [95]. Further, persistent
guarantees on data existence, nature and ownership are required for investigating historical data in cases of alleged
misconduct and for holding the misbehaving party responsible. Thus, accountability is crucial in industrial settings.
G2: Verifiability. As a precondition to achieve accountability (G1), recorded information must be verifiable retrospectively by all involved parties to guarantee that recorded data is available and untampered upon later investigation.
While verifying data upon insertion could ensure its correctness, corresponding solutions would require a trusted verifier or global consensus, which would impede either our requirement to avoid especially trusted parties (P1) or the
system’s achievable scalability (P6). Hence, on-demand verifiability by all involved participants promises a more
sustainable oversight to ultimately enforce accountability (P3), i.e., by distributing such capabilities among all parties.
G3: Privacy Preservation. While concrete supply chains may vary in their degree of required privacy protection,
an infrastructure supporting multi-hop tracking and tracing must be able to properly protect data that is deemed sensitive, and restrict access to that data accordingly. Overall, businesses are especially cautious when sharing in-company
and business-relevant data with other stakeholders. Privacy preservation (P2) thus constitutes another central design
goal. However, it conceptually opposes the accountability (G1) and verifiability (G2) goals as the correspondingly
required data might be sensitive and, thus, should be kept private in theory. Here, respective approaches must present
individual solutions on how to balance this trade-off, i.e., to encourage participation while offering added value alike.
G4: Security. In accordance with data privacy (G3), we assess data security as equally important. In particular,
businesses need to be able to rely on the enforcement of the demanded data privacy regulations regarding both malicious
insiders and external attackers. Hence, any suitable architecture must provide appropriate security features that prevent
unintended data extractions or manipulation, such as encryption, access control, and digital signatures. While simple
designs without situational features might reduce the attack surface that must be considered for conducted security
analyses, solutions that provide the demanded privacy, accountability, and verifiability features might require advanced
designs with a dedicated focus on security. Hence, the aspect of security must be carefully weighted in all systems.
G5: Scalability. Infrastructures facilitating the global-scale management of supply chains must be able to operate
accordingly. Therefore, we require that such infrastructures are able to represent, track, and trace a vast amount of
products, even when large numbers of stakeholders are relevant, to satisfy the postulated scalability property (P6).
Ideally, the system’s performance is independent of the number of participants to allow for virtually unlimited and
arbitrarily complex supply chains. However, scalability is not limited to computational power. It also refers to the
imposed storage requirements, i.e., they must remain feasible and affordable in real-world scenarios as well.
G6: Autonomy. An infrastructure for the holistic management of supply chains must remain autonomous, i.e.,
manual interaction should only occur following exceptional events, such as claims regarding malicious behavior or data
manipulation. Only by reducing the necessity for manual interactions, we can ensure reasonable system scalability
(G5). The requirement for autonomy especially holds for our desired multi-hop features (P4), i.e., both multi-hop
tracking and tracing must be operable without involving manual interaction with the affected companies. Similarly, the
system should not depend on individual participants’ availability as their presence cannot be guaranteed in volatile (and
developing) business landscapes. To conclude, widespread automation is probably preferable in real-world settings.
Considering the potential lack of trust between multi-hop business partners (P1), we demand the retention of
autonomy regarding the retrieval of already provided information, even in the presence of businesses that decide to
revoke their cooperation regarding multi-hop collaboration. Thus, we require persistence and reliability of information
by defining a form of non-repudiation for data-providing companies, i.e., we consider any published data as available.
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Figure 2: Overview of the architecture design with all involved entities and their respective relations. First, this illustration covers interactions
during regular operation, i.e., the exchange of information that is necessary for multi-hop sharing of information on products and production.
Second, dashed lines indicate the exchange of information for system setup and adjustments due to joining or departing participants. Third, the
dotted connections with the detached judge represent potential interactions during conflict resolution.

Fulfilling these six design goals is sufficient to create a trustworthy and scalable infrastructure to facilitate multi-hop
dataflows along supply chains, even in the presence of mutually distrusting stakeholders. The remaining properties
which we presented in Section 2.4 and Section 3.3, while constituting important guidance for ongoing research in
this domain, do not directly imply further design goals. Namely, we consider management infrastructures tailored to
special use cases, e.g., incorporating distinct demands from the supply chains’ product domain, viable if they fulfill
our design goals even if they willfully neglect universality (P9) or fully specified product modeling (P5). Furthermore,
depending on the concrete trust model, such infrastructures might be operable without a blockchain-backed storage.
Hence, we do not consider utilizing blockchain technology (P10) mandatory for all solutions. Finally, while a proper
evaluation (P8), supported by a publicly-available implementation suited for real-world use cases (P7), is required for
the assessment of proposed solutions, they do not constitute explicit and initial design goals.
Based on the derived design goals, we now present our proposed architecture [40] for the accountable multihop collaboration along supply chains based on a blockchain-backed storage in detail. Afterward, we validate its
conformance with our identified design goals in the subsequent sections of this paper.
5. A Blockchain-Backed Architecture Supporting Lightweight Multi-Hop Accountability
We now present PrivAccIChain (privacy chain), our Privacy-preserving and Accountable multi-hop Informationsharing platform for supply Chains, based on the design goals we identified in Section 4. First, we provide a design
overview in Section 5.1 and introduce the entities involved in our design in Section 5.2. Afterward, we detail how
PrivAccIChain protects dataflows based on attributed-based encryption (ABE) in Section 5.3 and provide guidelines
for data access policies in Section 5.4. Finally, in Section 5.6, we present how information flows in PrivAccIChain to
achieve a secure and trustworthy ledger for facilitating the multi-hop tracking and tracing of products, and we detail
how PrivAccIChain utilizes fingerprints of provided data records to achieve reliable accountability and verifiability.
5.1. Design Overview
Our design of PrivAccIChain realizes the verifiable and thus accountable, yet by default, privacy-preserving information exchange for supply chains through a consequent separation of concerns. Our reasoning behind PrivAccIChain’s design is that both accountability and privacy preservation protect participants from harm, be it to pinpoint
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the origin of harmful incidents or the prevention of unintended leakage of company-internal information, e.g., to colluding, malicious entities. To this end, we rely on attribute-based encryption (ABE) [96–99], an encryption scheme
that allows for many-to-many public key encryption, as well as blockchain technology to utilize an immutable, yet
distributed log of all interactions [100]. To allow for reasonable flexibility, our architecture is tailored to supply chains
with information flows that can be modeled as a DAG as we introduced in Section 2.
Figure 2 provides an overview of PrivAccIChain’s architecture by showing the interplay of all involved entities.
All data records relevant for the multi-hop information-based collaboration along supply chains originate at the collaborators, which represent individual companies along the supply chain. Our design acknowledges that excessive
point-to-point communication between involved collaborators would be detrimental to the infrastructure’s scalability
(G5), and this approach would make collaborators increasingly dependent on each other (G6). To overcome both
issues, we propose to relieve collaborators from the need for handling information flows and long-term storage themselves by securely outsourcing all data to a logically centralized information coordinator. The information coordinator
only holds encrypted data and acts as a single point of contact, which handles all data provision and retrieval requests
by collaborators. To further improve the scalability, collaborators can optionally share further use case-specific data,
e.g., manufacturing data, with other entities by outsourcing this data to external storage providers, such as a dedicated
cloud. If collaborators opt to use the service of an additional storage provider, the information coordinator only manages signed meta information about the outsourced data, while requests can still be answered centrally, although the
information coordinator does not directly store all encrypted data records.
PrivAccIChain ensures the privacy preservation of each company’s data records (G3) as well as their security (G4)
through a decentralized management of ABE keys. We achieve this decentralization again by enforcing a separation
of concerns. We enforce strict access control through ABE by allowing multiple independent access guards to issue
individual attribute sets and decryption keys. Collaborators obtain this keying material based on an access control list
(ACL) that centrally managed by an ACL manager. This way, the ACL manager has no access to the keying material
required to satisfy any ABE policies. Furthermore, a subset of PrivAccIChain participants, and optionally external
contractors, jointly maintain an immutable ledger that stores cryptographic fingerprints of data records to facilitate
their verifiability (G2) and thereby provide (long-term) accountability (G1). Finally, a detached judge augments our
design with an entity for dispute resolution, especially for exceptional cases that require manual investigation.
Based on these entities, the regular operation of PrivAccIChain is as follows. Collaborators submit their appropriately encrypted interactions along the supply chain to the information coordinator, who keeps the respective data
records to respond to subsequent queries by other collaborators. The collaborators additionally provide cryptographic
fingerprints of each data record uploaded to the information coordinator along with cryptographic signatures to the
information coordinator, who stores each fingerprint as a proof of the existence and integrity of the submitted data
record on the immutable ledger. Hence, the immutable ledger enables long-term verifiability and accountability in our
system and serves as a reliable source of information for investigations in case of conflicts.
In conclusion, our combination of a logically centralized information coordinator enables the desired multi-hop
information flows, while our decentralized application of ABE in conjunction with an immutable ledger maintains
the privacy preservation, security, and accountability of all data records. In the following, we describe the introduced
entities in more detail before highlighting different design aspects of our architecture.
5.2. Entity Introduction
To provide an in-depth understanding of the responsibilities of the entities in our architecture (cf. Figure 2), we
now elaborate on their roles. We further highlight their respective contribution to fulfilling our design goals.
Collaborators. All users of PrivAccIChain, i.e., all participating companies, constitute collaborators. Each collaborator provides encrypted data records and may query information on products, sales, and production processes across
multiple hops within the supply chain based on other collaborators’ data records. For those operations, each collaborator interacts only directly with the information coordinator to avoid costly point-to-point communication among all
collaborators along the same supply chain. Using this approach, we unburden collaborators from storing data records
locally and ensure the availability of data records even if individual collaborators are untrusted (P1). Furthermore,
this consequent outsourcing of data records mitigates the impact of malicious collaborators as they cannot provide
incorrect data on-demand, e.g., when they are informed about being investigated. To cope with security (G4) and privacy (G3) concerns stemming from outsourcing data records to the information coordinator, PrivAccIChain enables
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collaborators to specify fine-granular access policies for their data records using our ABE scheme (cf. Section 5.3).
Our architecture protects collaborators further from dishonest collaborators by ensuring the verifiability (G2) of data
records and thus achieving the accountability (G1) of malicious collaborators.
Information Coordinator. As a conceptually centralized entity, the information coordinator handles all data
records submitted by the collaborators. It persistently stores these records, maintains a modification history, and grants
data access to collaborators if they satisfy the requested records’ access policies. We rely on this entity to support the
transparency needed for multi-hop accountability (P4). In particular, the information coordinator provides an interface
for three different types of queries, which require a previous authentication by the collaborators, i.e., (i) provisioning
information, (ii) updating of existing data records, and (iii) requesting data records from other collaborators.
First, information provisioning allows collaborators to provide (encrypted) data records regarding products and
production processes. During the information provisioning, the information coordinator and the data-providing collaborator agree on deterministic fingerprints to link to the respective data records before the information coordinator
uploads these fingerprints to the immutable ledger. Second, the information coordinator enables the updating of existing data records. To maintain accountability (G1) and verifiability (G2), the coordinator allows replacing data records,
but still retains the full version history of updated data records. Each update is addressed by a distinct fingerprint to
disambiguate revisions of the same data record. Here, the information coordinator only stores incremental updates to
remain scalable (G5) despite keeping this long-term record of all data. Third, collaborators need the possibility to request specific data records. Thus, the information coordinator provides functionality for the retrieval of one or multiple
data records. Hereby, the information coordinator applies the access policy specified by the data-providing collaborator as the first mechanism for privacy preservation (G3). Since data records are encrypted, information leakage or a
misbehaving information coordinator do not impede the confidentiality of the companies’ data records.
We encourage to distribute the information coordinator across an independent consortium, which is unrelated to
the other collaborators, to prevent immediate conflicts of interests and to mitigate a single point of failure. To this end,
the information coordinator is only logically centralized, but can still operate in a distributed manner.
ACL Manager. Due to our application of ABE, collaborators must obtain attributes determining their privileges
to access data records from the information coordinator. PrivAccIChain thus maintains an access control list (ACL),
which keeps track of all valid attributes and which collaborators are assigned which attributes. Our design designates
a special ACL manager to perform this task of assigning attributes to collaborators. This way, the ACL manager
contributes to ensuring the security (G4) and privacy preservation (G3) of our architecture. However, to maintain
mutual oversight (P1), the ACL manager does neither provide the keying material for the specified attributes, nor does
it enforce the policies defined by collaborators. These tasks are performed by the set of independent access guards and
the information coordinator, respectively. Again, we propose to further distribute the ACL manager’s responsibilities
among multiple stakeholders, e.g., involving external stakeholders such as governmental agencies or associations.
Access Guards. As stated before, we prevent an excessive concentration of authority at the ACL manager by
ensuring that that entity cannot enforce arbitrary access policies. In addition to the information coordinator rejecting
unauthorized requests for data records, a set of independent access guards maintains individual sets of attributes as well
as their associated keying material. Particularly, each access guard provides eligible collaborators with the attributeprivate keys required for record decryption to those collaborators that have been assigned the respective attributes by
the ACL manager. Hence, granting access to data records is distributed among at least four entities, i.e., the information
coordinator, the ACL manager, and multiple access guards, reducing the risks of illegitimate data access (data security
(G4) & privacy preservation (G3)). Due to a partitioning of the attribute space, a single access guard cannot control
all attributes at once and thus has no decryption capabilities by itself, i.e., no specific trust is needed (P1). We further
elaborate on the accompanying policy design process considering multiple, independent access guards in Section 5.4.
Immutable Ledger. The information coordinator accumulates the encrypted data records of all collaborators in
a centralized manner, and is responsible for ensuring the availability of all data records. To improve the verifiability (G2) and accountability (G1) of this data handling, PrivAccIChain requires to store cryptographic fingerprints
of all data records and operations thereon on an immutable ledger that is based on a consortium blockchain [101].
Thereby, the immutable ledger constitutes an append-only log of all available data records and related events. Since
the immutable ledger only stores fingerprints of data records and no production data, the ledger does not introduce
any privacy issues. Even though the information coordinator is the main writer to this ledger, the ledger itself is maintained by an independent consortium of other stakeholders consisting of, e.g., collaborators and auditing third parties.
Relying on a single entity to issue transactions mitigates potential issues regarding the anonymity of the collaborators,
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i.e., production patterns are relayed and not visible by third parties. The security of the cryptographic fingerprints,
which we further detail in Section 5.6, and the independent consortium-internal oversight make any misconduct by the
information coordinator immediately apparent to the affected collaborators (enabling verifiability (G2)). Thereby, the
information coordinator can be held accountable (G1). Furthermore, investigated collaborators now cannot collude
with the information coordinator anymore after the fact, e.g., in attempts to modify data records that could potentially
unveil wrongdoing by the collaborator.
Storage Providers. We allow collaborators to augment our information coordinator-centered design by additionally storing use case-specific data with third-party storage providers, e.g., cloud storage providers. In this case, the
collaborators only share a reduced data record with the information coordinator, which provides the storage location of
the outsourced data as well as any relevant metadata and decryption material. Hence, we massively increase the flexibility of our system by allowing collaborators to store data either with the information coordinator directly or, possibly
in private (privacy preservation (G3)), with third-party storage providers. Furthermore, external storage providers
unburden the information coordinator from having to store all data and thereby increase PrivAccIChain’s overall scalability (G5). Finally, a federated storage distributed among multiple providers increases the flexibility regarding use
case-specific requirements, e.g., supporting custom payloads and data formats (universality (P9)).
However, data outsourced to an external storage provider simultaneously constitutes a loss of control for the information coordinator and thereby has the potential to impede the overall autonomy (G6) of PrivAccIChain and the
verifiability (G2) of the data it maintains as service providers can delete or withhold such outsourced data. To cope
with these newly introduced risks, we explicitly hold data-outsourcing collaborators accountable for data loss originating from a third party. Pinpointing a fraudulent storage provider is still possible in this approach as the information
coordinator, and the immutable ledger still hold all metadata required to verify a record’s existence and integrity.
Detached Judge. Finally, our design considers a detached judge for on-demand dispute resolution. While our
architecture provides accountability (G1) and verifiability (G2) as well as well-defined behavior boundaries for all entities, we do not automate punishing misbehaving entities, e.g., via financial penalties. This design decision acknowledges the high complexity of dispute resolution in real-world settings. Disputes may, for instance, arise regarding
the value or correctness of data records, or collaborators may dispute the decisions of the ACL manager, the access
guards, or the information coordinator. Since these entities are designed to mutually control each other, a lack of consent on ACL manager decisions or access control implementations that do not follow the ACL manager’s decisions
are conceivable. However, determining which entity misbehaves is a complex and non-trivial decision as it depends
on underlying contracts that are not necessarily part of our proposed architecture. To resolve this tension, we thus
allow for manual dispute resolution by the detached judge, who has to be considered trustworthy by all participants.
This approach to conflict resolution is in line with related blockchain-backed platforms that need to handle disputes
regarding on-chain data records [102, 103]. Hereby, we further contribute to the fulfillment of accountability (G1),
while the possibility for independent external verification (and auditing) also increases the trust in our architecture.
Following our in-depth description of all entities, we now provide further insights into our proposed hybrid encryption scheme, which is in place to ensure data confidentiality and to prevent illegitimate access to sensitive information.
5.3. Hybrid Encryption Scheme
Data privacy (G3) and security (G4) are key aspects of our architecture, which we achieve by encrypting all
data provided by the collaborators before handing it over to the information coordinator. In this section, we present
our hybrid encryption scheme that PrivAccIChain uses to ensure data confidentiality and to provide fine-granular,
policy-based access control to collaborators. Our encryption scheme uses a hybrid approach based on symmetric
payload encryption as well as ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [98, 99, 104] for distributing the
symmetric payload keys. In Figure 3, we visualize the concept of our hybrid encryption scheme.
Encryption Process. Before releasing her data records to the information coordinator, the collaborator encrypts
each data record and potential tracking and tracing references using an ephemeral symmetric payload key. Afterward,
the collaborator specifies the access policies for each data record as an ABE-compatible Boolean formula and encrypts the symmetric payload key accordingly using CP-ABE. Finally, the collaborator uploads both the symmetricallyencrypted record and the CP-ABE-encrypted symmetric payload key to the information coordinator. As the encryption
can be applied gradually, our scheme supports that different access policies are defined for subsets of the payload.
Decryption Process. Other collaborators can now obtain data records from the information coordinator as long as
the collaborator’s assigned attributes are compatible with the data records’ access policies. In this case, a collaborator
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Figure 3: Our proposed hybrid encryption scheme relies on symmetric encryption for encrypting the payload, while we utilize attribute-based
encryption (ABE) to encrypt the symmetric key used for the payload encryption. The resulting encrypted key is then distributed to the desired
collaborators.

can use the corresponding attribute private keys and decrypt the symmetric payload key according to the access policy
using CP-ABE. Finally, the collaborator obtains the plain data by decrypting it using the symmetric payload key.
Design Implications. Our hybrid encryption scheme is designed to combine the preferable performance of symmetric encryption schemes with the fine-granular access control of CP-ABE. In contrast to traditional asymmetric
encryption schemes, the complexity of ABE schemes depends on the complexity of the desired access policy rather
than the number of potential recipients. Hence, CP-ABE allows the bundling of larger groups of collaborators using
only a few attributes to maintain PrivAccIChain’s scalability (G5) even if single supply chains engulf many collaborators eligible to perform multi-hop queries. Second, representing groups of collaborators with attributes mitigates the
risk of discriminating individual collaborators during the key distribution process (cf. Section 8.2). Since all collaborators receive the same encrypted symmetric key, validation of its correctness is possible by each collaborator with
access to the record. If the key is invalid, this (un)intentional issue can trigger the conflict resolution.
Overall, our hybrid encryption scheme is well-suited for large and dynamic environments as all underlying computations are independent of the number of recipients. Consequentially, we achieve scalability while maintaining security.
As the related data privacy is directly influenced by the used ABE policy, we next take a look at its design.
5.4. Policy Design
PrivAccIChain’s hybrid encryption scheme relies on CP-ABE [99] to enable collaborators to fine-granularly express their desired access policies. In this section, we discuss how collaborators can choose these Boolean policy
formulas, consisting of conjunctions and disjunctions, to ensure favorable privacy preservation (G3) and data security (G4) while maintaining scalability (G5). The policy design mainly affects two properties, namely (i) the collusion
resistance, i.e., the number of access guards that have to collude for illegitimate data record decryption capabilities,
and (ii) the achievable granularity of the access control mechanisms. We evaluate the policy design in Section 7.3.1.
Collusion Resistance. Collaborators can improve the collusion resistance of their data records by requiring
attributes issued by different access guards for decryption, i.e., by defining a conjunction of attributes. A policy
𝑃 = 𝐴 ∧ 𝐵 ∧ 𝐶, where each attribute is issued by a different access guard, requires all these access guards to collude in
contrast to the policy 𝑃 ′ = 𝐴, where only a single malicious access guard can bypass the collaborator’s policy. Thus,
incorporating attributes from multiple access guards increases collusion resistance, but at the same time, such policies
impede the performance of encryption and decryption operations (cf. Section 7.3.1). Collaborators can thus carefully
trade off the security level of their data records against their required performance, and they can do so for each record.
For instance, collaborators can protect highly confidential data records using attributes from all available access guards,
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Figure 4: The record layout of our operations contains (encrypted) tracking and tracing fields that reference other records (double-linked record
structure), corresponding to the structure of the DAG. Thereby, we enable collaborators to conduct multi-hop tracking and tracing along the supply
chain. For encrypted information, the corresponding queries are only possible if the collaborator possesses the corresponding ABE attributes to
successfully decrypt these fields.

while they may deliberately choose weaker collusion resistance for mass data they deem less confidential. Since the
requirements for collusion resistance vary between different supply chains, we cannot provide a definite answer on the
recommended conjunction length, but encourage a careful policy design based on these influencing aspects.
Granularity. By carefully considering the attributes’ semantics, collaborators can furthermore tweak the granularity of their access policies. Each attribute identifies a set of collaborators or even individual collaborators. Collaborators can determine the best-suited attributes to use in their access policies by consulting the ACL manager. Hence,
they can identify smaller sets of relevant collaborators per attribute for increasingly flexible access control. Appropriate
use of attribute conjunctions and disjunctions allows for joining and intersecting these sets, which positively affects the
achievable granularity and expressiveness of access policies. However, increasing the complexity of access policies,
e.g., by creating long disjunctions of attributes corresponding to respectively small sets of eligible collaborators, may
again negatively impact encryption and decryption performance (cf. Section 7.3.1).
Although appropriate attribute semantics depend on the targeted supply chain, we advise against assigning attributes to a single collaborator to avoid extensive performance losses as well as to mitigate the risk for discrimination
of collaborators during the key distribution process (cf. Section 8.2). We further emphasize that the overall appropriate
policy length is in the magnitude of the depth of the corresponding supply chain DAG (cf. Section 2.1) and not directly
linked to the total number of collaborators in our system. Only attributes that are used for encryption and decryption
affect the performance of our encryption scheme, i.e., the total number of available attributes has no impact.
Following the descriptions of the integrated building blocks of our architecture, we now take a look at the layout
of our data records that enable all supported interactions and queries in our design.
5.5. Accountable Record Provision, Retrieval, and Updates
The collaborators share information with each other by storing data records at the information coordinator to enable
different queries within the supply chain environment. In this section, we elaborate on the structure of PrivAccIChain’s
data records, which we visualize in Figure 4, as well as available types of data records and the interactions between
collaborators and the information coordinator they are involved in.
Data Record Structure. Data records are organized as dictionaries of key-value pairs for maximum flexibility. Each data record has a unique Record ID and a well-defined Record Type. In PrivAccIChain, we distinguish
between produce records, which represent production or assembly steps, final products, and services such as transportation, and trade records, which represent the transfer of ownership of a previously produced object from one
collaborator to another. For better scalability (G5), we also support the registration of product batches, i.e., large
amounts of identical products are represented as a single batch, with a Batch Size Information field denoting the
number of products in the batch for tracking purposes. The Record ID should correspond to a unique mapping from
physical goods to a digital identifier. Although we do not restrict the techniques of such a mapping, the utilization of
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RFID tags, physical and digital certificates, or printed identifiers such as QR codes constitute appropriate options for
different scenarios [105]. Furthermore, each data record contains versioning information, i.e., metadata that enables
the reconstruction of every version of a data record, as well as signature information (Versioning and Signature
Information). Collaborators sign a cryptographic fingerprint derived from the data record before the data record is
sent to the information coordinator. This way, the information coordinator cannot tamper with the collaborator’s data
records without violating this signature [106].
The Payload field contains arbitrary data that is related to the respective product and its production steps. When
relying on an external storage provider, the payload of a data record holds a reference to the location of the data at
the storage provider as well as potential additional information. We store references to other data records in dedicated
Tracing Information and Tracking Information fields. These fields basically contain (encrypted) pointers to
another Record ID and indicate that the linked-to products contributed to the product, which the data record at hand
references to. We distinguish between the payload and these references for improved automation as well as a reduced
versioning overhead, since tracking references are usually inserted belatedly. This structure results in doubly-linked
data records, where tracking and tracing operations correspond to following the respective references. Our data record
format supports selective encryption, i.e., different parts of the payload and the references can be encrypted differently
with individual policies for fine-granular access control. Information on encrypted data record sections as well as the
corresponding key material are stored in a dedicated field called Cryptographic Information.
Record Types. Although we decided to utilize two types of data records, trade records can be omitted in certain scenarios, since all embedded information can also be included in the produce record. Scenarios with specific
needs might require the differentiation between additional record types, e.g., a separation of production and transportation data. Our flexible data record format supports such modifications without excessive changes to our architecture.
However, the resulting trade-off between simplicity and expressiveness must be considered here.
Interactions and Queries. The information coordinator provides an interface for the collaborators to provide,
update, or retrieve data records. For updates and data retrieval, the information coordinator validates the access policy
associated with the data record, which is stored as a part of the Cryptographic Information field. All data records
are solely identified via their Record ID, which benefits the performance and reduces the indexing overhead at the
information coordinator. For data record updates, the information coordinator only persists the changes with respect to
the previous version to minimize the storage overhead. With the help of the maintained versioning information, each
version can be reliably derived. Hence, the accountability and verifiability properties of our design are intact.
Given that the security guarantees of architecture depend on the verification of fingerprints of all processed data
records, we next introduce the corresponding mechanism in more detail.
5.6. Blockchain-Based Accountability through Fingerprints
The collaborators rely on the information coordinator to handle the provided data records correctly. For data provision, a collaborator hands the control over the encrypted data over to the information coordinator. During subsequent
data retrievals, both the data-providing and the data-retrieving collaborator need to be able to verify that they received
the correct, untampered data record. Further, data-providing collaborators rely on the information coordinator to not
delete any provided data records. Given the potential lack of trust between collaborators and the information coordinator (P1), we utilize the immutable ledger for retaining verifiable proofs of existence and originality of data records
and enable collaborators to hold the information coordinator accountable for wrongdoing. The existence of these decentralized proofs allows for an autonomous (G6) verification of data records as well as an accountable identification
of the responsible party in case of data unavailability or incorrect data records (G1 & G2). Even though the information coordinator stores the collaborator’s signature alongside each data record to prove the data record’s integrity,
PrivAccIChain relies on the immutable ledger to reliably, i.e., immutably, link the data records’ IDs and fingerprints
to their respective payloads to unveil, e.g., the absence of data records.
We utilize fingerprints of data records to achieve the desired accountability (G1) and verifiability (G2) features.
We implement a deterministic algorithm to derive a fingerprint based on a data record. Consequentially, every entity
that has access to the record can derive the fingerprint (also from encrypted payloads) and verify the record’s originality. The possibility to derive the fingerprint without accessing the data record’s plaintext is crucial to maintain data
privacy (G3) and to enable the information coordinator to derive and verify fingerprints. The derivation of a fingerprint
basically consists of calculating a cryptographic hash of a textual representation of the data record fields. Hereinafter,
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Figure 5: Collaborators derive a deterministic fingerprint from the encrypted data record. They provide the data record, the fingerprint, and a
signature over the fingerprint to the information coordinator. The information coordinator verifies the correctness of the fingerprint as well as the
signature and stores the fingerprint on the immutable ledger. Finally, the collaborator verifies that the correct (unmodified) fingerprint has been
persisted on the ledger.

we describe the data record’s integrity verification process for data record provision in Section 5.6.1 and during data
record retrieval in Section 5.6.2.
5.6.1. Data Correctness Verification during Information Provision
During data record provision, the providing collaborator and the information coordinator agree on a deterministic
fingerprint. After signing the fingerprint as well as the associated record ID, the information coordinator stores both
values on the immutable ledger. In Figure 5, we visualize the derivation and verification. In this section, we now
present the fingerprint derivation, how the information coordinator commits the fingerprint to the immutable ledger,
how the data-providing collaborator confirms that fingerprint’s correctness, and how we handle updates of data records.
Fingerprint Derivation. Before providing the encrypted data record to the information coordinator, the collaborator derives the respective fingerprint with the help of a cryptographic hash function. The collaborator signs this
fingerprint with its private key to obtain a publicly verifiable signature. Afterward, the collaborator transmits the data
record, its fingerprint, and the signature to the information coordinator, who verifies the signature and the fingerprint’s
correctness. In case of an incorrect fingerprint, the information coordinator rejects the current provisioning request.
In cases where the fingerprint’s correctness is disputed, both parties consult the detached judge for conflict resolution.
Committing the Fingerprint. Given a correct fingerprint, the information coordinator stores both, the data
record’s ID as well as the fingerprint on the immutable ledger. The associated transaction is signed by the information coordinator, such that the transaction serves as a PrivAccIChain-wide proof of existence and originality of the
data record, similar to the approach presented by Zhao et al. [107]. The provision of the fingerprint to the immutable
ledger is no time-critical operation. Hence, even delays of multiple hours or days are still acceptable. This tolerance
enables optimizations such as aggregated transactions or meta fingerprints, which we further discuss in Section 7.3.5.
Fingerprint Confirmation. Once the fingerprint is stored on the immutable ledger, the data-providing collaborator verifies its correctness. If this check is successful, no further action is required from the data-providing collaborator.
Thus, collaborators can silently approve the correctness of fingerprints to reduce the number of transactions to the immutable ledger. Otherwise, for incorrect fingerprints, the collaborator issues a transaction to the immutable ledger,
which includes the claimed correct fingerprint. This objection is recorded persistently and triggers our dispute resolution process. While direct communication between the information coordinator and the collaborator should usually
resolve fingerprint issues, involving the detached judge might be required. As the absence of an objection corresponds
to the collaborator’s agreement, we require objections to be entered within a well-defined period, e.g., within 48 h after
the fingerprint has been stored on the immutable ledger by the information coordinator.
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Record Updates. For data record updates, the fingerprint derivation and provision process is analogous. However,
the information coordinator requires the collaborator to fulfill the access policy of the updated record. Furthermore,
we slightly adapt the fingerprint derivation process, such that the fingerprint now includes the existing data record ID.
While the fingerprints stored on the immutable ledger ensure the absence of manipulation as well as the existence
of a specific data record similar to the approach of Li et al. [106], they neither ensure the correctness nor the utility
of the included information. In this context, dedicated solutions are needed [105]. Nevertheless, the fingerprints’
existence ensures that the information coordinator can be held accountable for any manipulation or deletion of data,
while the providing collaborator can be held responsible for invalid, manipulated, or made-up information.
5.6.2. Verification of Data Correctness during Information Retrieval
While the fingerprint verification during data record provision and updating provides guarantees to the providing
collaborator, data-retrieving collaborators can later verify the record’s integrity as well. Since the fingerprint and the
providing collaborator’s signature are stored along with the actual data record by the information coordinator, collaborators can utilize this information to verify the originality of the data record without interacting with the immutable
ledger. This design improves the scalability (G5) and reduces the complexity of the verification process. Since all
fingerprints are publicly available, the retrieving collaborator can verify the fingerprint autonomously (G6) without
consulting the data record’s original provider. If a data-receiving collaborator requests a data record and the information coordinator claims that the data record does not exist, the requesting collaborator can verify this claim based on the
information persisted on the immutable ledger. As for the verification of originality, no interaction with the providing
collaborator is required for existence verification. The verification process relies on the information coordinator to
provide the requested data record to the collaborator and, in case of a fingerprint mismatch, the correct operation of
the immutable ledger. We discuss the potential security implications of misbehaving or failing entities in Section 8.2.
Altogether, we achieve reliable and autonomous verification of originality and existence of data records for all
authorized collaborators as well as the information coordinator. Our decision for silent approval reduces the number
of transactions at the immutable ledger as well as the ledger’s involvement in fingerprint matching verification (G5).
6. Insights into Car Manufacturing at e.GO Mobile AG
In the following, we rely on a real-world example to highlight the current situation and identified needs in industry.
In particular, we look at an original equipment manufacturer in the automotive industry. In this context, we present an
overview of the assembly line and the supply chain of the e.GO Mobile AG. The company was founded in 2015 as a
manufacturer of electric vehicles and delivered its first vehicle model, the e.GO Life, to the customers in 2019. First,
in Section 6.1, we describe the specific challenges that currently surface in the automotive industry due to the new
advances such as the Internet of Production (cf. Section 1). These aspects mainly evolve around the management of
interorganizational collaboration. Furthermore, we detail the expected benefits for e.GO and comparable car manufacturers resulting from tracking and tracing components in the supply chain on a global scale. Second, in Section 6.2, we
explain why supply chain information sharing and corresponding accountability and transparency is a suitable source
for competitive advantages based on the manufacturing of the e.GO Life.
6.1. Managing Interorganizational Collaboration in the Automotive Industry
Globalization and technological progress change the way how organizations act and the terms of managing the
boundaries between organizations and their environment [108, 109]. The automotive industry, with its nowadays
globalized supply chains, has been affected by this change for over two decades [110], while the business model
behind the ecosystem is required to adapt due to disruptive technologies such as e-mobility, autonomous driving,
connectivity, and digitization. To improve their productivity and to reduce costs, organizations within this industry
and their environments should rapidly react to these dynamic and agile market situations [6, 111]. These new business
models and the benefits of interorganizational collaboration urge organizations in the mobility market to adapt their
structures accordingly. As a consequence, new forms of customer relationship management as well as innovative, datadriven business models can lead to a competitive advantage [112]. In this regard, e.GO utilizes a customer-focused
agile product development that focuses on multiple stages of feedback to iterate the development of the electric vehicle
while shortening the whole development time by using these agile and continuous feedback loops [113].
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Establishing new Relationships. The described (current) evolution in managing the development process is challenged by the establishment of new, originally low-trust, business relationships with new suppliers or key partners
at each stage of the iterative development. Thus, the improved accountability of (shared) information corresponding
to supplied components ultimately improves the trust in these (new) suppliers as well. Consequentially, an architecture supporting the desired multi-hop information sharing (cf. Section 2.4) is highly beneficial, especially since
an increased number of suppliers can be considered within each procurement step. Furthermore, as a newly founded
company, e.GO’s span of relationships with its suppliers, as well as its network of suppliers, is still limited compared to
established original equipment manufacturers. However, these new dynamic relationships, enabled through multi-hop
information sharing, are also relevant for established manufacturers as they face new powerful suppliers (e.g., CATL
or LG Chem) and competitors (e.g., Tesla or e.GO) following the transition towards electric mobility [114].
Beyond that, manufacturers of electric vehicles are highly interested in maintaining their environmentally friendly
impact, i.e., their direct suppliers as well as their complete supply chains must fit the respective footprint strategies.
Taking this background into consideration, the benefits of PrivAccIChain are essential for the whole automotive industry as a transparent and accountable, yet business-friendly and privacy-respecting environment within the whole
supply chain is needed to successfully manage the transition to deepened interorganizational collaborations.
Demand for Tracing. Apart from the previously mentioned accountability features in a low-trust, highly dynamic
environment, PrivAccIChain can also contribute to realize several related business benefits. For e.GO, ensuring that
all car components have a high level of traceability within the increasingly extending supply chain structures in the
automotive industry is of utmost importance. The collective shift in the automotive industry, in terms of a more
regional integration of component procurement, has led to a great dependency on these local firms and their respective
supply chains in the emerging markets, such as Brazil, India, and China [115]. Hence, out of this perspective, e.GO
is currently challenged by potentially opaque supply chain structures of their direct suppliers. Hence, PrivAccIChain
enables tracing and reports of any errors or failures regarding software or hardware of the car directly to e.GO. As a
consequence, the responsible supplier can be contacted, and both companies can react immediately to jointly resolve
any issues. Appropriate actions can range from an update of production parameters over software updates to product
recalls. To this end, PrivAccIChain’s capability of tracing errors in more detail along the supply chain is combined with
a very focused tracking of already sold products in the market to achieve sophisticated product information retrieval
functionalities. Consequentially, this aspect is a key advantage of supply chain environments utilizing PrivAccIChain
and an immense business benefit for the production of complex products, such as an electric vehicle.
Improved Processes. Beyond that, in relation to technology and innovation management topics, a second business
benefit for e.GO is the supported general operation transparency. Raw material costs, profit margins in the supply chain,
and the availability of innovation investment opportunities are crucial for manufacturing companies [116]. Hence, by
mapping all supply chain and manufacturing dependencies, selectively benefiting from digitization-driven changes
is an opportunity to obtain full transparency in terms of components and margins in the value chain. For example,
dynamically reacting to customer change requests is significantly eased once all information has been registered in a
digital way, i.e., the whole value chain is aware of the change request’s impact. This value chain transparency enables
future-oriented adjustments on the car, which themselves perfectly fit to the already used components.
Following this general overview of manufacturing in the automotive industry, we take a look at the manufacturing
of a specific vehicle next, i.e., the e.GO Life.
6.2. Manufacturing of the e.GO Life
The e.GO Life is a typical urban city car that was developed for the low-cost small electric vehicle market. To
achieve profitability, many changes to the traditional vehicle concept were essential. Especially the high costs of
the electric battery required a critical breakdown of the supply chain and the manufacturing of the vehicle. With a
colored-through thermoplastic exterior, no paint shop or press plant is required as part of the manufacturing process.
As the exterior significantly affects the perceived quality of the vehicle, the preceding steps of the supply chain should
guarantee high-quality products. As such, e.GO identified the necessity for accountability and an at least superficial
exchange of production parameters to ensure the quality of the final product.
Manufacturing Steps. Additionally, the development and procurement strategy for the e.GO Life is focused on
off-the-shelf fully assembled modules from traditional suppliers and other original equipment manufacturers to reduce
the development costs and time in comparison to traditional vehicles. The mentioned strategy exposes the company
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Figure 6: The supply chain of our chosen example, the e.GO Life, consists of ten levels: Nodes correspond to parts and intermediate products, while
edges illustrate the dependencies of a production step, i.e., the product composition. While the center of the graph represents the assembled e.GO
Life, the subtrees correspond to individual components. The granularity of the structure increases with the number of the selected level, i.e., nodes
in the graph (subcomponents) depend on their children. We exemplary circle a subset of all utilized complex, ready-made products in red. The
highlighted tree on the right corresponds to the assembly of the chassis of the e.GO Life. Due to its relevance for our evaluation, we further mark
the longest paths (with depth 10) in the graph by coloring involved nodes in orange.

to the risk of lacking transparency in the supply chain due to the ready-made subcomponents and their dependencies.
Hence, due to the provided accountability, PrivAccIChain is able to reduce this uncertainty as well as all associated
risks to a minimum. To put the supply chain of an e.GO Life into perspective, we visualize its real-world structure in
Figure 6. The visual structure of the graph highlights that the structure of an electric vehicle is complex, i.e., concerns
several subcomponents, and consists of multiple levels. The complexity further reveals the large number of suppliers
that e.GO is depending on. Here, the suppliers of each component and subcomponent could be switched dynamically
depending on the current situation (e.g., supply bottlenecks or specific customer change requests). Every node, residing
from level three up until nine, can be interpreted as a subcomponent or intermediate product. Especially on levels three
and four, leaves (exemplarily circled in red) respond to ready-made products with hidden complexity. For example,
these products can correspond to purchased electronic control units (ECUs), which themselves consist of a (complex)
multi-staged supply chain. In contrast, levels eight to ten mostly consist of so-called c-parts, such as screws, nuts, or
rivets. As another example, we highlight a higher node density on the right in orange, which represents the internal
manufacturing of the e.GO Life’s aluminum spaceframe and underlines the realism of the illustrated graph.
Keeping the complexity of an electric vehicle, exemplified by the e.GO Life, in mind, we provide a performance
evaluation based on this real-world product in the next section. We estimate that these results can be transferred to
other industries, given that automotive manufacturing (and its supply chain) is characterized by high complexity.
7. Evaluation of PrivAccIChain Based on a Real-World Supply Chain
To assess our architecture’s suitability for real-world supply chains, we created a Python-based implementation
for all relevant entities and analyzed its performance to evaluate the fulfillment of our scalability requirements (G5).
First, we present our experimental setup and utilized technologies in Section 7.1 and the model derivation process
in Section 7.2 corresponding to our real-world example (cf. Section 6). Afterward, we evaluate the performance of
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our hybrid encryption scheme (Section 7.3.1) and the provision and update of data records (Section 7.3.2). We then
analyze the retrieval of data records as well as the associated use cases for tracking and tracing based on a realistic
automobile (Sections 7.3.3 and 7.3.4). In Section 7.3.5, we further evaluate the fingerprint provision process, i.e., the
performance of the immutable ledger. Finally, we conclude our evaluation in Section 7.4.
7.1. Implementation and Experimental Setup
We implemented Python-based prototypes for the collaborators, the information coordinator, and the access guards.
For the immutable ledger, we utilize Quorum [101], an Ethereum [117] fork, which has been proven to support more
than 2000 transactions per second [92]. For the evaluation, we relied on four Quorum nodes. In contrast to Ethereum,
we use the Raft [118] consensus algorithm, which follows the proof-of-authority concept [119]. Since we can neither
influence the performance of external storage providers nor cover all potential providers, we exclude external storage
providers from our evaluation. We further implement our hybrid encryption scheme with the help of Charm [120]
and the provided implementations of AES and the decentralized ABE scheme [99]. For the used digital signature
derivation, i.e., for queries and fingerprints, we rely on the implementations provided by the eth-account Python library [121]. The information coordinator runs MongoDB [122], which serves as the database backend, while Apache
2.2 [123] handles all requests issued by the collaborators to forward them to our implementation via ModWSGI [124].
We conduct all measurements on a single server with two Intel XeonSilver 4116 CPUs, i.e., 12 cores and 24 threads
each, as well as a total of 196 GB RAM. During our experiments, we run all entities and processes on the same machine.
We repeat each measurement 20 times and report the standard deviation over these runs if not stated otherwise.
7.2. Supply Chain Model
To conduct a realistic evaluation, we rely on a real-world supply chain. The insights of the composition graph of
the e.GO Life enable us to analyze PrivAccIChain’s performance based on a realistic setting. We derive two evaluation
models from the e.GO scenario that we originally introduced in Section 6. We refer to the first model as base model
hereinafter. In this model, we represent each component of the e.GO Life as an individual product of the product flow
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DAG, which corresponds to the creation of a produce record. Hereby, we deviate from the real structure and assume
that each production step is executed by a unique company, such that we include ownership transfers represented by
trade records between each production step. Therefore, our evaluation considers the worst case performance-wise.
As we visualize in Figure 7, the e.GO Life is assembled out of more than 90 pre-assembled components, such
as the body, front doors, the rear axle, the battery, and the engine. Each of these components consists of multiple
components themselves. In contrast to our previous evaluation [40], the resulting tree structure is broader and features
a more irregular branching behavior. However, it comprises only 10 instead of 17 levels (cf. Figure 6). Due to the
detailed insights into the e.GO Life’s supply chain, we assess a maximum depth of 10 as more realistic. In particular,
the products on this (final) level already correspond to basic components, such as screws. Thus, for our base model,
we obtain a tree with 2222 nodes and 2221 edges as shown in Figure 6. The longest path in this tree, highlighted by
orange nodes in the figure, corresponds to a decomposition of the aluminum spaceframe. While the inner nodes on
levels three and four mainly correspond to pre-assembled body parts, levels nine and ten represent basic components,
such as screws, nuts, or rivets – the so-called “c-parts”. Hence, the presented scenario already covers fine-granular
product decompositions and underlines the real-world relevance of our evaluation model.
On the levels three and four, leaves either represent basic components, such as screws or brackets, or they represent
different pre-assembled components such as electronic control units (ECUs) produced by external suppliers. Thus, we
derive a second, extended model from the e.GO Life’s composition graph to also take the production steps of these preassembled parts into account. To this end, we append seven full ternary trees of depth three to each leaf on these two
levels. This addition results in 280 added nodes for each original leaf on these levels, as we showcase using the example
of the Window Lifter Cover in Figure 7. For illustration, we highlight multiple exemplary leaves that we extended with
red circles in Figure 6. These tree structures approximate the pre-production steps for each component. Since the
actual composition graph already consists of basic parts on these levels, our model represents an overapproximation.
The resulting extended model consists of 133 822 nodes and 133 821 edges. Consequentially, this extended model,
originating from a real-world composition graph, is comparable to our previous evaluation [40] in scale.
7.3. Performance Measurements
In the following, we present the results of our comprehensive performance evaluation that bases on a real-world,
purchasable product, the e.GO Life. We evaluate different operations of our architecture separately to ascertain PrivAccIChain’s performance regarding computational overhead introduced by the encryption scheme, durations of common operations such as information provision and retrieval under different configurations, and transaction throughput
and overhead of the immutable ledger. As part of our evaluation, we utilize both supply chain models that we introduced in Section 7.2. In particular, we first analyze the ABE performance, which is part of our hybrid encryption
scheme, in Section 7.3.1. Second, in Section 7.3.2, we look into the data record creation and update performance
before focusing on the information retrieval in Section 7.3.3. Afterward, in Section 7.3.4, we investigate the tracking
and tracing behavior of our architecture. Finally, we detail the performance of the immutable ledger in Section 7.3.5.
7.3.1. ABE Performance
The provision, updating, and retrieval of data records usually include encryption or decryption processes that enable
our fine-granular access control and ensure data privacy (G3). Consequentially, the performance of these operations is
influenced by the performance of our hybrid encryption scheme. To determine the extent of this influence, we provide
a dedicated analysis of the performance of our utilized encryption scheme.
ABE Bootstrapping. To give an impression of the overhead for setting up a multi-authority ABE environment,
we measured the required setup time. This step does not influence individual encryption and decryption operations. It
consists of the generation of global parameters, the setup of key authorities, which corresponds to the generation of
attribute secret keys, and the generation of attribute private keys that are issued to the collaborators and represent their
decryption capabilities. For the generation of attribute private keys, a key authority, which corresponds to an access
guard (cf. Section 5.2), needs the corresponding attribute secret key.
The one-time generation of the global parameters takes 5.17 ms ± 0.17 ms. Similarly, the derivation of an attribute
secret key requires 5.97 ms ± 0.19 ms. Each access guard has to derive an individual secret key for each attribute
managed by this access guard. Finally, generating an attribute private key takes 6.37 ms±0.25 ms per key. An attribute
private key has to be generated every time an access guard issues the respective attribute to a unique collaborator. While
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(b) Performance implications of disjuncted ABE attributes

Figure 8: The used AES keys are embedded as an ABE ciphertext policy with a varying number of ABE attributes. While the number of ABE
attributes linearly influences the cryptographic operations, the AES-based payload encryption times are independent of the underlying ABE policy.
Overall, the decryption runtime outperforms the encryption.

the global parameter and attribute secret key generation times are neglectable due to their rare occurrence, issuing
attribute private keys can easily be parallelized arbitrarily. Considering our decentralized access guard architecture,
the burden for each access guard introduced by these non-repetitive operations is still limited, and therefore feasible.
Conjunctions and Disjunctions. To evaluate the performance of encryption and decryption operations with our
hybrid encryption scheme, we consider the total number of access guards and attributes, the number of attributes
utilized in an ABE policy, the payload size, and the policy composition, i.e., the influence of attribute conjunctions
and disjunctions. Since neither the total number of access guards nor the total number of available attributes influence
the performance of these operations due to the properties of the underlying ABE scheme [99], we do not have to adjust
our measurements with respect to these factors. In Figure 8, we visualize how the remaining three factors (number
of utilized attributes, payload size, and policy composition) influence the encryption and decryption performance.
We cover policies with attribute conjunctions in Figure 8a and attribute disjunctions in Figure 8b, respectively. In
⋀
particular, a policy conjunction of length 𝑛 corresponds to a policy of the form 𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 , where each 𝑎𝑖 is a unique
⋁𝑛
attribute. Similarly, a policy disjunction of length 𝑛 equals 𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 .
Payload Sizes. For both policy compositions, we compare the times for encrypting and decrypting payloads (of
different sizes 1 KiB, 10 MiB, and 20 MiB) with varying policy lengths. Encryption and decryption durations grow
linearly (correlation coefficient ∼0.9999) with increasing policy length. Furthermore, we observe that increased payload sizes lead to a linear overhead, whereby this overhead is independent of the utilized policy as it only affects the
symmetric encryption of our hybrid scheme. Encrypting 20 MiB instead of 1 KiB leads to increased encryption and
decryption durations by 318 ms ± 19 ms. The decryption process is generally about twice as fast as the corresponding
encryption operation. Since the overhead for symmetric cryptography is identical for encryption and decryption, the
shorter runtimes stem from faster ABE decryption.
Policy Length. Our measurements reveal the influence of the access policy design on the performance of our hybrid
encryption scheme. While more complex policies allow for finer granularity regarding the access control, and further
contribute to higher collusion resistance (cf. Section 5.4), larger policies have a significant impact on the observed
performance. A policy consisting of 25 attribute conjunctions results in an encryption duration of 148 ms ± 4 ms
for 1 KiB payload size, whereas increasing the number of utilized attributes to 400 results in an encryption duration
of 2.23 s ± 29 ms. We anticipate that 50 attributes per policy are sufficient in most use cases. As we elaborate in
Section 6, 10 production and assembly steps are sufficient to assemble a complex product (e.g., automobiles) from basic
components (e.g., screws). In such cases, 50 available attributes suffice to express the access rights of all collaborators
along the supply chain with decent levels of policy-level collusion resistance (cf. Section 5.4). Taking also into account
that encryption and decryption are performed by the collaborators, i.e., the load is distributed to several entities, we
assess the performance of our hybrid encryption system as reasonable and sufficient even for large-scaled supply chains.
Based on these insights on PrivAccIChain’s encryption scheme’s performance, we evaluate those operations that
perform data record encryption and decryption in the following sections.
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Figure 9: Operation Durations for Data Record Provision, Updates, and Retrieval for three encryption scenarios. For each operation, the cryptographic operations performed by the collaborators represent the dominating processing influence. A utilization of bundled record retrievals allows
a tunable trade-off between retrieval latency and throughput.

7.3.2. Data Record Creation and Updates
Our next performance evaluation covers the creation and updates of data records. These operations represent the
production processes as well as the corresponding ownership transfers. We evaluate both the durations for creating and
updating individual data records as well as the resulting consequences with respect to our derived supply chain model
(cf. Section 7.2). For each node in the respective DAG, we create a produce record with a payload size of ∼1 KiB,
while we create a trade record for each edge. We explicitly apply the insertion of trade records between production
steps conducted at e.GO, such that our evaluation represents a worst-case scenario regarding performance. Thus, we
simulate extremely challenging future scenarios where all production steps are distributed across different companies.
Encryption Scenarios. Further, although we dedicatedly evaluated the performance of our encryption scheme,
we evaluate its impact on the operational performance for data record creation and updates, as well as on the data
record retrieval (cf. Section 7.3.3). To this end, we consider three different scenarios with respect to the application of
encryption, (i) utilizing no encryption for neither the data record’s payload nor for the tracking and tracing references
(as a baseline), (ii) applying encryption for these three data record fields while reusing AES keys along the supply chain,
which allows collaborators to cache the resulting ABE-encrypted keys and increases performance, and (iii) applying
encryption with unique AES keys for each data record and even for different data record fields, i.e., we encrypt tracking
and tracing references and the data record’s payload with unique AES keys. With these encryption scenarios, we cover
a baseline scenario representing the capabilities of the information coordinator, an optimized but realistic encryption
scenario, and a worst-case scenario. We refer to these encryption scenarios during our evaluation of data record
creation, updates, and retrieval, as well as for our evaluation of tracking and tracing. To increase the load on the
information coordinator, we parallelize the creation and updating operations by using 30 processes. We now discuss
our evaluation results regarding data record creation and updates, which we also visualize in Figure 9.
Record Creation. The creation of a single produce data record takes 81 ms ± 39 ms in the worst-case encryption
scenario with unique AES keys over more than 400 000 samples. This creation time includes the encryption time of
70 ms ± 38 ms, i.e., encryption is the dominating influence here. Similarly, the creation of trade records takes 80 ms ±
21 ms. The higher deviation for produce records results from varying branching conditions inside the underlying tree,
such that different data records require a different number of encryption iterations to cover the varying number of
references to previous production steps. Reusing AES keys reduces the required time to 32 ms ± 14 ms for produce
records and 31 ms ± 12 ms for trade records, i.e., we achieve a speedup of more than 50 % while still encrypting all
data records. For all creation operations in these two encryption scenarios, the time the information coordinator takes
to process the request is less than 5 ms on average, which underlines that the primary load is on the collaborators,
indicating the absence of scalability issues (cf. G5). This statement is further backed by the record creation times for
unencrypted records, where the creation of produce records only takes 10 ms±3 ms and 9 ms±10 ms for trade records.
Record Updates. Apart from the creation of data records, existing data records are updated during the production
process to provide updated tracking references or additional product information. In our considered models, each
product, represented by a produce record, is utilized by exactly one other product. The final product, i.e., the e.GO
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Life, is the only exception here (cf. Figure 6). Consequentially, data record updates correspond to the addition of
exactly one tracking reference per operation. Hereby, each produce and each trade record (except for the final produce
record) is updated exactly once. A single record update takes 49 ms ± 16 ms in the worst-case encryption scenario
over a sample size of more than 800 000. With reused AES keys, an update only takes 23 ms ± 10 ms, which is
further reduced to 11 ms ± 7 ms when providing unencrypted reference updates. Handling data record updates takes
the information coordinator slightly more time compared to the creation of data records, since updating data records
additionally requires the information coordinator to load the requested data record, update the affected record fields,
and to maintain a consistent version history.
Registering all production steps and ownership transfers, including the required data record updates, takes 43 s
in our basic supply chain model (2222 production steps) and 31 min for our extended supply chain model (133 822
production steps) in the worst-case encryption scenario. A single record creation operation takes ≈ 7 ms on average for
both supply chain models, whereby the operations for the basic model are slightly slower than for the extended model
as different creation steps exhibit stronger dependencies on each other due to the lower number of total production
steps. Compared to transaction validation durations—corresponding to record creation in our architecture—of 4 ms
to 8 ms in ProductChain [38], we hence achieve similar performance as we include all encryption operations in our
measurements. In a real deployment, these operations are never executed without delay, nor are they submitted by a
single entity as each collaborator interacts with the information coordinator individually after processing (and shipping)
the product. Hence, the achieved total insertion runtime is more than appropriate for both architectures. Next, we shift
to the performance evaluation of data record retrieval.
7.3.3. Data Record Retrieval
Data records stored at the side of the information coordinator can be requested by authorized collaborators. Besides
the retrieval of information for individual products and related production information, tracking and tracing require
iterative record retrieval for a large number of data records. Before we cover these special applications in the next
section, we first evaluate the performance of data record retrieval in general with respect to the introduced encryption
scenarios. Since collaborators might need to request multiple data records independently of tracking and tracing, e.g.,
in case of larger deliveries, we support request bundling in PrivAccIChain. Instead of issuing a single query for each
desired data record, collaborators can request multiple hundreds of data records with a single query. While this design
increases the complexity for this query, it reduces the overhead resulting from request signatures and round trip times,
such that we expect a significant performance benefit for the effective retrieval time per data record.
We show the evaluation results for both, single record queries and bundled queries with 100 requested records per
query, in Figure 9. Requesting a single record takes 55 ms ± 6 ms with unique AES keys, 33 ms ± 7 ms with reused
AES keys, and 13 ms ± 4 ms for unencrypted data records. The effective time per requested record with bundling
is significantly lower. In particular, the effective times average at 41 ms ± 5 ms, 18 ms ± 0.28 ms, and respectively
0.59 ms±0.06 ms for the three different encryption scenarios. Especially for unencrypted data records, bundling results
in a significant speedup and underlines the potential benefits of bundling for tracking and tracing. Since retrieval times
do not exceed 60 ms, we generally assess these record retrieval times as performant and real-world applicable.
7.3.4. Tracking and Tracing
Based on our evaluation of retrieval of data records in general and the advantages of bundled queries, we now
evaluate the data record retrieval with respect to tracking and tracing, i.e., multi-hop information retrieval, in the context
of our e.GO supply chain scenario (cf. Section 2.3). In PrivAccIChain, we implement both tracking and tracing as
iterative data record retrieval, where a collaborator requests those records that are referenced in the respective tracking
or tracing fields. We provide the pseudo code for the tracing algorithm in Listing 1 in Appendix Appendix A. These
iterative requests enable tracking and tracing without the necessity for the information coordinator to have access to
the tracking and tracing reference fields itself, which contributes to achieving comprehensive data privacy (G3).
Tracking & Tracing Setting. For the models that we derived from the e.GO graph, tracing corresponds to a
complete traversal of the product flow graph, beginning at the unique sink, i.e., the e.GO Life as the final product. In the
base scenario, a full trace of the automobile reveals 2222 production steps with 2221 ownership transfers represented
by trade records. For the extended model, a full trace consists of 133 822 produce record retrievals and 133 821 trade
records, respectively. Tracking, on the other hand, corresponds to following a single path from an arbitrary node in
the product flow graph towards the final product. For our evaluation, we choose a leaf at the maximum depth, i.e., on
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Figure 10: Durations for performing a full trace of the e.GO Life in the base model as well as in the extended model. Similar to data record provision
and retrieval, tracking and tracing durations are dominated by decryption operation durations, which is underlined by the significant differences
between unencrypted data records and those records that utilize unique encryption keys for each operation. As the longest path is identical for both
models, the provided tracking duration applies to both models. Since tracking corresponds to following a single path in the present model, we state
the duration when using a single-threaded (ST) process. The fainted bars indicate the overhead of multi-processing.

level 10, for tracking. These leaves correspond to basic components, such as screws. Thus, we evaluate the worst-case
tracking scenario with respect to the supply chain models of the e.GO Life.
Tracing Performance. We parallelize the tracing procedure with 30 processes and allow bundles of size 500 for
encrypted data records. For our baseline measurement, we use a single process with 10 threads and request bundling
of up to 2000 data records for unencrypted data records. While using multiple processes increases the computation
capabilities for decrypting the data records, the resulting synchronization overhead leads to a performance loss with
unencrypted data records that require significantly fewer computation capabilities at the collaborators.
For both models, we visualize the tracing evaluation results in Figure 10. Please note that we utilize different
scales due to the significant difference in the number of individual production steps. Performing a full trace of the final
product, i.e., the e.GO Life, in the basic supply chain model takes 30.87 s ± 3.95 s for uniquely encrypted data records,
18.99 s ± 6.39 s for data records encrypted with reused AES keys, and 3.81 s ± 0.37 s for unencrypted data records
over 20 runs for each encryption scenario. For the extended model with 133 822 produce records, a full trace requires
14:20 min ± 11 s with unique AES keys, 5:38 min ± 8 s for reused AES keys, and 0:52 min ± 4 s for unencrypted tracing
information. Taking the effective time for unencrypted data records of 0.59 ms with a bundle size of 100 as a baseline
(cf. Section 7.3.3), 267 643 data records can theoretically be retrieved in 157 s utilizing a single thread. The execution
of our iterative, collaborator-driven tracing implementation takes up to 20 iterations to reveal the longest path with
all corresponding produce and trade records. Here, the utilizations of 10 threads results in a tracing time of 52 s
and fulfills our expectations as it underlines the computational capabilities of the information coordinator. During all
tracing processes, neither the information coordinator’s database nor the webserver were operated near their maximum
load, i.e., these components do not constitute performance bottlenecks.
We consider the necessity for a full trace of a complete product flow graph a rare event, e.g., in case of a car accident,
a place crash, or food poisoning. Hence, the tracing durations remain reasonable even in the worst-case encryption
scenario with unique encryption keys for each data record. Since the retrieval of all data records is supported in a minute
or less, increasing the computational capacities at the collaborator’s side suffices to reduce the tracing durations, since
most of the tracing time is spent for decrypting the retrieved data records. Parallelizing the tracing process increases the
performance even further as different subtrees can be traversed independently, allowing for distributed and horizontally
scalable tracing implementations.
Tracking Performance. Besides tracing, we identify tracking as a second essential application (cf. Section 2.3).
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Table 2: Comparison of fingerprint provision performance for dedicated transactions per fingerprint and bundling of 200 fingerprints per transaction.
We provide the transaction sizes, effective sizes per fingerprint, preparation times per transaction and fingerprints as well as the transaction and
fingerprint throughput for both, dedicated transactions and fingerprint bundles. While using fingerprint bundles reduces the transaction throughput
and leads to higher preparation duration, the resulting fingerprint throughput is increased compared to dedicated transactions per fingerprint.
Transaction Scheme
Dedicated TX
Fingerprint Bundle

TX size

TX size/FP

Prep./TX

Prep./FP

TX/s

FP/s

265 B
32 429 B

265 B
∼126 B

5.50 ms
230 ms

5.50 ms
1.15 ms

∼741
∼6.45

∼741
∼1289

In the present models, the longest path consists of 10 produce and 9 trade records for both, the basic and the extended
supply chain model. As for the tracing times, we present the tracking duration for all three encryption scenarios in
Figure 10. Since parallelization is not beneficial when following a single path, we provide the tracking performance
of a single-threaded process instead. To highlight the necessity for careful decisions regarding process and thread
numbers, we additionally provide the overhead resulting from parallelizing tracking with 30 synchronized processes.
For all encryption scenarios, the information coordinator load is insignificant. In the worst-case encryption scenario,
tracking takes 2.75 s ± 0.03 s, while reusing AES keys reduces the tracking time to 1.33 s ± 0.03 s. For unencrypted
tracking information, the complete tracking takes 0.31 s ± 0.02 s.
Since every record query only requests a single record, we cannot achieve any benefits from bundling for tracking.
The average multi-processing overhead is higher than 4 s for all encryption scenarios. While tracking in all scenarios
is supported in a reasonable time, the performance is limited by the collaborator-driven tracking implementation that
does not require the information coordinator to have access to tracking and tracing references. Although we assess
tracking and tracing references as sensitive data, information coordinator-driven tracking and tracing can improve the
performance significantly and can be considered a reasonable alternative for use cases with established trust. Similar to
the protocol in ProductChain [38], the information coordinator could resolve and follow tracking and tracing references,
which mitigates the necessity for multiple iterations. The resulting privacy implications are, however, to consider.
Performance Comparison. Despite the significant design differences between related approaches, we can assess
the overall performance of our architecture as comparable to ambitious approaches such as ProductChain [38]. Tracing
or tracking in ProductChain takes 37 ms [38] for 35 transactions (which corresponds to 35 data records). Opposed to our
architecture, data records are stored on the immutable ledger and contain unencrypted tracing and tracking information,
i.e., tracing and tracking do not require iterative queries by collaborators. Tracking or tracing following a single path
consisting of 35 data records without applied encryption takes 0.52 s in our architecture. Since the retrieval of 100 data
records takes 59 ms with bundled requests, we achieve comparable performance for identical supply chain structures,
despite the differences in the underlying architectures. Due to the increased performance for record retrieval when
using bundled requests, we are confident that information coordinator-driven tracing and tracking, i.e., when iterations
are performed by the information coordinator instead of the clients, can achieve even lower operation durations. In
such a scenario, the performance is limited by the query performance of the information coordinator’s database. An
extensive evaluation of MongoDB’s performance in the context of supply chain traceability [125] suggests that the
information coordinator would need less than 50 ms for iteratively providing 35 data records.
Altogether, we achieve sufficient performance for rarely required full traces as well as for the tracking of individual
products regardless of the evaluated model. Since both operations mainly put load on the retrieving collaborator, the
imposed computational requirements mitigate the risk for excessive information revelation by collaborators. Increasing the decryption capabilities of collaborators allows them to achieve a significant speedup, which we underline by
providing our (unencrypted) baseline measurements that outline potentially achievable performance. Similarly, our
architecture provides sufficiently short processing for revealing single paths or carefully chosen parts of the supply
chain, such that both applications are feasible in real-world supply chains.
7.3.5. Immutable Ledger
During data record creation and updates, collaborators and the information coordinator agree on deterministic
fingerprints for the immutable ledger (cf. Section 5.6). Since the provision of fingerprints is no time-critical operation,
the information coordinator creates the respective transactions separately from the immediately processed data record
creation and update operations. Hence, we independently evaluate the fingerprint creation and its storage requirements.
Fingerprint Bundling. To store the fingerprint on the immutable ledger, the information coordinator issues a
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signed transaction containing the data record’s ID and the fingerprint along with the request type, the collaborator
address, the record type and the data record’s version as additional information. The combined size of these parameters
adds up to 124 B, whereby the total size of the corresponding transaction totals at 265 B. Since the transaction overhead
does not grow linearly with payload size, bundling multiple fingerprints into a single transaction reduces the overhead
per fingerprint. A single transaction bundling 200 fingerprints and the corresponding metadata has a size of 32 429 B,
which corresponds to an effective size of ∼162 B per fingerprint compared to 265 B, i.e., bundling achieves a significant
reduction of transaction size overhead. Due to transaction size limitations, we cannot bundle an arbitrary number of
fingerprints into a single transaction. Bundling fingerprints results in larger transactions and a (theoretical) higher delay
for fingerprint provision, since the information coordinator needs to aggravate the respective number of fingerprints.
Therefore, these implications must be kept in mind when enabling a bundling mechanism.
We summarize the resulting transaction sizes as well as the duration for transaction preparation and the effective transaction throughput in Table 2. When bundling fingerprints, we only write ∼6.45 transactions per second
(TX/s) to the ledger. In contrast, we achieve ∼741 TX/s for dedicated per-fingerprint transactions. However, by this
measure we increase the payload throughput from ∼741 fingerprints per second (FP/s) to ∼1289 FP/s. Although transaction throughput and, consequentially, fingerprint throughput can be further increased by utilizing more verifying
nodes [126], we identify the immutable ledger as the bottleneck of our architecture. Hence, we propose three additional, immutable ledger-specific optimizations to improve our architecture’s scalability (G5).
Transaction Optimization. To simplify the fingerprint verification process and to provide a convenient interface
even for manual inspection, we designed a smart contract [127] handling the fingerprints to include redundant information, e.g., the collaborator’s address, the request type as well as the data record’s version. By removing the redundant
information, we can achieve a smaller fingerprint transaction payload while still maintaining all desired accountability (G1) and verifiability (G2) features. This change would allow for more fingerprints per bundle, resulting in a higher
fingerprint throughput at the cost of increased verification complexity.
Meta Fingerprints. Similarly, the introduction of meta fingerprints can improve the scalability at the cost of increased verification complexity. Instead of storing each record’s fingerprint on the ledger, the information coordinator
calculates a meta fingerprint over multiple data record fingerprints. To achieve a storage reduction of 99 % on the
immutable ledger, the information coordinator can combine 100 28 B fingerprints into a single 28 B meta fingerprint.
However, the verification process requires the collaborators to retrieve all combined fingerprints, resulting in increased
complexity. Advanced concepts, such as Merkle trees [128], can mitigate the resulting fingerprint verification overhead. For example, instead of chaining 𝑛 fingerprints for verification, only log2 𝑛 specific hashes are needed.
Alternative Ledgers and Sharding. Finally, choosing a different blockchain technology can increase the ledger’s
performance in general. While Quorum provides a promising performance with additional features, such as smart
contracts and private transactions, other scenarios can contain different requirements regarding the ledger’s minimum
set of properties. Sharding [129] promises to increase performance by splitting the ledger into several local chains
that apply independent transaction verification [130]. For instance, RapidChain [130] claims a potential throughput of
7380 TX/s. For large and distributed supply chains, utilizing several completely detached ledgers with a deterministic
selection mechanism (to identify the responsible ledger for a specific data record) can increase performance as well.
The utilization of the data record ID as the single unique identifiers eases such a deterministic selection and allows for
horizontal scalability of the immutable ledger.
While the current transaction rates could be considered a bottleneck of our implementation [131], PrivAccIChain’s
design itself is oblivious of the concrete underlying blockchain. Hence, improving the fingerprint throughput for supply
chains with high demands is a simple and minor adaption. Three protocol-specific modifications can further improve
the capabilities of the immutable ledger significantly at only moderate costs (e.g., increased verification overhead).
7.4. Evaluation Discussion
In our evaluation, we considered the real-world supply chain of the e.GO Life, an electric urban city car. Besides
the base model that we derived from the e.GO composition graph in Figure 6, we extended our evaluation to verify
PrivAccIChain’s scalability by covering more than 130 000 production steps and ownership transfers and including
pre-production steps for more complex parts such as electronic control units (cf. Section 7.2). For both models, we
further considered three different encryption scenarios (cf. Section 7.3.2) to analyze the impact of our hybrid encryption
scheme and the resulting trade-off between performance, privacy preservation, and transparency. Despite significantly
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different impacts of the three encryption scenarios, i.e., privacy preservation levels, on data record provision, update,
and retrieval operation performance (cf. Figure 9), we assess the performance for these operations as appropriate, as
all operations take less than 100 ms on average. Here, the overhead for most cryptographic operations is measured
at the collaborator, i.e., the system scales well with an increasing number of operations and collaborators. Since
our architecture allows for different encryption schemes that entail different levels of privacy preservation (G3), we
achieve a tunable trade-off between privacy and performance for the possibility of automated and accountable multihop information provision and retrieval. Nevertheless, as all operations are in the magnitude of a few milliseconds, our
architecture is well-suited for supply chains where production and transportation processes often take hours, days, or
even weeks in contrast to our evaluation scenario where production and transportation are considered as instantaneous.
Further, we ascertain that the underlying supply chain structure, i.e., the branching behavior and depth of the
DAG, does not have a major impact on the performance for tracing. Compared to our previous evaluation [40] that
considered longer paths, yet sparser branching behavior, we observe linear scaling regarding the tracing durations.
Hence, we conclude that for supply chains with 𝑛 nodes, which exceeds the number of utilized processes 𝑝 by several
magnitudes (i.e., 𝑛 ≫ 𝑝), only 𝑛 has a significant impact on the tracing duration. Finally, although we identified the
immutable ledger as PrivAccIChain’s bottleneck regarding its performance and scalability, suitable techniques, such
as meta fingerprints, sharding, and the utilization of multiple independent ledgers, or a different underlying blockchain
suffice for appropriate scalability even in large-scale supply chains (cf. Section 7.3.5).
Overall, we conclude that PrivAccIChain provides satisfying performance for real-world supply chains. Our results are in line with other current, promising supply chain approaches [38] (cf. Section 7.3.4). With the presented
flexibility of PrivAccIChain, i.e., its customizability regarding accountability, verifiability, and privacy at the cost of
computational complexity and storage requirements, we extend existing work and provide a dynamic, yet powerful
architecture. Next, we elaborate on PrivAccIChain’s security to also underline its well-considered security properties.
8. Security Discussion
Besides performance, the security of PrivAccIChain is of eminent relevance as the security features are essentially
influencing the architecture’s ability to reliably protect business secrets and sensitive information. In Section 8.1,
we first introduce PrivAccIChain’s utilized building block, before we discuss twelve attack vectors that represent a
potential threat in Section 8.2. Finally, in Section 8.3, we present a summary of all discussed attack vectors.
8.1. Security of Utilized Building Blocks
PrivAccIChain utilizes several cryptographic and technological concepts such as attribute-based encryption, symmetric encryption, and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [132] for its design. These building blocks are combined
with blockchain technology that provides a consensus between distrusting parties and a tamperproof log of recorded
information. We rely on the individual security of these concepts and technologies as well as their respective implementations, namely AES [133], the utilized CP-ABE scheme [99], Ethereum [117] and Quorum [101], as well as all
utilized libraries, e.g., the Charm cryptography framework [120]. Additionally, we require that the underlying software and hardware components work according to their specification and do not introduce unnecessary attack surfaces.
Finally, we consider the effects of external factors, such as long-term power outages, as out of scope and assume that
PrivAccIChain is operational. Therefore, we focus on design-specific attack vectors in the following.
8.2. Attack Vector Analysis
With the security of our utilized building blocks in mind, we now discuss potential attack vectors against PrivAccIChain. Hereby, we comparably analyze the likelihood of the respective attack as well as the severity in case
of a successful attack. For our assessment, we partially rely on findings from related work regarding individual attack vectors to derive their qualitative rating of severity and likelihood with respect to the design and properties of
PrivAccIChain. In total, we present twelve attack vectors and order them according to a decreasing severity.
Entity Collusion.
Entities: Information Coordinator, Access Guards Severity: ● Likelihood: ◑
Entity collusion refers to attempts of multiple entities within our architecture to gain access to information in violation
of established access policies. Since information is stored in encrypted data records at the side of the information
coordinator, the information coordinator has to be involved in the collusion to provide the encrypted data. Alternatively,
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a collaborator can distribute the data record after requesting it from the information coordinator. However, in this case,
the collaborator could also decrypt the record itself. The decryption of the data record requires access to the symmetric
key, which can be derived with the help of attribute private keys. This situation results in two potential scenarios.
First, collaborators are in possession of attribute private keys issued by one or multiple access guards. If one
collaborator legitimately has all attribute private keys that are required for decryption, this collaborator has access to
the data record following the access policy, such that no illegitimate access occurs. Due to the collusion resistance of the
underlying ABE scheme, joining attribute private keys of different collaborators will not lead to increased decryption
capabilities, such that illegitimate access is prevented [99].
Second, those access guards that control the issuance of attribute private keys of those attributes that are required for
decryption can collude to obtain decryption capabilities for the given data record. In contrast to a collusion of multiple
collaborators, this behavior cannot be prevented by our architecture. However, due to the distribution of control over
attributes by introducing multiple access guards, a tunable collusion resistance can be achieved by increasing the
number of access guards that have to collude. The risk of entity collusion can be mitigated by appropriately designing
access control policies (cf. Section 5.4).
Intentional Data Distribution.
Entities: Information Coordinator, Collaborators Severity: ● Likelihood: ⚪
Besides the collusion of multiple entities, data records might get into the possession of unauthorized parties following
an intentional distribution. If encrypted data records are distributed, no information is leaked as the payload is protected
through our hybrid encryption scheme. Additionally, a collaborator with legitimate payload access can also reveal the
decrypted information. Consequentially, our architecture cannot prevent the distribution of decrypted information after
the respective information has left the system. However, access logs at the information coordinator can help to identify
the responsible collaborator.
Data Loss, Manipulation, and Deletion.
Entities: Information Coordinator Severity: ● Likelihood: ⚪
With the information coordinator as a conceptually centralized entity, the collaborators trust this entity to store data
records persistently. Thus, the existence and correctness of these data records depend on the information coordinator’s correct behavior. Hence, unintentional data loss as well as intentional manipulation or deletion of data records
represent attack vectors against our architecture. The risk of data loss can be mitigated by storing multiple replicas of
the data records at different locations as well as by performing regular backups. Using multiple information coordinator instances, run by different operators, each maintaining one or multiple replicas of each data record, significantly
reduces the risk of data loss. Similarly, intentional manipulations and deletion of data records are detectable by collaborators due to the fingerprints stored on the immutable ledger. While a malicious information coordinator could also
delete and manipulate existing backups and replicas, utilizing multiple information coordinator instances represents
an appropriate countermeasure against these attack vectors in general and can further improve the scalability.
Majoritarian Illegitimate Behavior. Entities: Inf. Coordinator, Collaborators, Access Guards, Ledger Nodes Severity: ● Likelihood: ⚪
Our design relies on the assumption that most entities behave according to their specification and do not collude to
manipulate, delete, or distribute data. Therefore, majoritarian illegitimate behavior can impact PrivAccIChain as well
as the security and privacy mechanisms in place.
By distributing the control over attribute key issuance to multiple access guards, encrypting data records, storing
proofs of existence on the immutable ledger, and allowing multiple instances of the information coordinator, our
architecture provides several countermeasures against entity misbehavior and collusion. The level of resilience against
illegitimate behavior is tunable at the cost of increased complexity and decreased performance. Nevertheless, our
architecture is vulnerable to a scenario where all access guards, for instance, collude with the information coordinator,
i.e., where a majority of central entities colludes or misbehaves. In such a case, neither data privacy nor its existence
can be guaranteed by our architecture. While this attack represents a significant threat, we rate the likelihood as very
low and counterintuitive, because collaborators will not rely on the respective instance of PrivAccIChain anymore.
Information Fraud.
Entities: Collaborators Severity: ◕ Likelihood: ◕
As soon as information has entered the system, it is protected against manipulation and deletion with the help of decentralization and fingerprints. However, our architecture cannot guarantee the correctness and validity of provided
information due to payload encryption and the flexible data format. Thus, collaborators can conduct information fraud
attacks by submitting syntactical correct data records without valuable or semantically correct information. This attack
explicitly covers both manipulated information and random data. Since data records are usually encrypted by the providing collaborator, verification of the viability of information is only possible after retrieval and decryption by another
collaborator. Our architecture comprises the detached judge for on-demand conflict resolution. For example, informa31

tion fraud can be punished with financial penalties. However, further mechanisms, such as an integrated reputation
system (cf. TrustChain [59]) or the utilization of tamperproof sensor data [105], can provide additional resilience.
Request Pattern Analyses.
Entities: Information Coordinator, Collaborators Severity: ◑ Likelihood: ◔
Besides attacks that try to manipulate or delete data records and get illegitimate access to a data record’s information,
gaining knowledge on supply chain relationships and interactions is possible by analyzing the interactions between
collaborators and the information coordinator. Although we encrypt the communication payload, metadata, such as the
origin and the destination of a request as well as request patterns (e.g., request frequencies and volume), can be observed
without granted access. By design, the information coordinator has access to these types of information. Access to
data records of a collaborator provided by another collaborator indicates a direct or indirect business relationship, for
instance. Further, the frequency of data record provision might indicate production volumes, problems, or utilization.
As potential countermeasures, collaborators can use multiple accounts, i.e., they appear as different collaborators to
the information coordinator at different network locations. Alternatively, active deception by providing obfuscated data
records, i.e., data records without relation to products and production processes as well as access to these data records
for randomized collaborators represents an appropriate countermeasure. Although we cannot prevent knowledge gain
by analyzing request patterns, our architecture offers possibilities to impede these analyses if needed or desired.
Key Leakage.
Entities: Collaborators, Access Guards Severity: ◑ Likelihood: ⚪
Our system achieves accountability and verifiability as well as data privacy with the help of cryptographic building
blocks (i.e., AES and ABE) that require several cryptographic keys. In particular, PrivAccIChain requires (i) attribute
private keys (ii) attribute secret keys, and (iii) authentication private keys to be kept secret by the respective entities.
Leakage of these keys to external or internal parties can compromise the security and data privacy, such that key
leakage, including targeted attacks to steal one or multiple keys, represents another credible attack vector.
Attribute private keys are issued to collaborators by one or multiple access guards. They are required to decrypt
the symmetric key used for payload encryption (cf. Section 5.3). If an attacker gets access to one or multiple attribute
private keys, he gains the respective decryption capabilities. Due to the collusion resistance of the underlying ABE
scheme, joining keys from multiple collaborators does not lead to increased decryption capabilities [99]. Since the
information coordinator implements an additional layer of access control, the respective attacker usually has no access
to encrypted data records, i.e., an additional entity must be involved for information revelation. Here, the detection of
leaked attribute private keys is important, such that the affected attributes can be replaced.
Similarly, the leakage of attribute secret keys, i.e., keys held by access guards and required to issue new attribute
private keys to collaborators, represents only a minor threat to data privacy. If an attacker gets access to one or multiple
attribute secret keys of a single access guard, this attacker can issue the associated attribute private keys for respective
decryption capabilities. As for the attribute private key leakage, the additional level of access control implemented
by the information coordinator prevents access to encrypted data records such that the security impact is marginal.
Furthermore, an appropriate policy design (cf. Section 5.4), which enforces that attributes issued by different access
guards are needed for decryption, prevents any information revelation even if data records are leaked. As soon as the
leakage of attribute secret keys has been detected, the affected attributes need to be replaced to maintain security.
Finally, all entities authenticate themselves to others with the help of digital signatures that require a corresponding
public and private key pair. This key is used for authentication at the information coordinator, during the fingerprint
deviation and signing process as well as for signing transactions on the immutable ledger. In case such a private key
is compromised, an attacker can use the key to act on behalf of the collaborator that usually possesses the private key,
i.e., he can provide and request data records on behalf of this collaborator. However, possession of the authentication
private key does not lead to increased decryption capabilities because the appropriate ABE attributes are missing, i.e.,
the attacker cannot decrypt any retrieved data records. With the help of request origin determination or request logs,
authentication leakages can be detected and the associated access privileges can be revoked.
Altogether, key leakage represents a significant attack vector with only limited severity due to our multi-layered
and decentralized access control scheme. The implementation of advanced mechanisms, such as time-interval attributes [134], can further reduce the implications of key leakage.
Immutable Ledger Manipulation.
Entities: Ledger Nodes Severity: ◑ Likelihood: ⚪
In PrivAccIChain, we provide a proof of existence as well as a proof of originality for each data record with the
help of an immutable ledger that stores fingerprints of these data records. To provide accountability, a current and
consistent state of the ledger is required. Our implementation utilizes Quorum with the Raft [118] consensus protocol,
which essentially requires more than 50 % of all nodes to be active and to confirm a transaction. Consequentially,
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Table 3: Summary of potential attack vectors against PrivAccIChain. For each attack, we state the estimated likelihood and severity in case of
a successful attack as well as all implemented and optional (highlighted in italics) countermeasures. We rate likelihood and severity as low ⚪,
medium-low ◔, medium ◑, medium-high ◕, or high ●.
Attack
Entity Collusion
Intentional Data Distribution
Data Loss, Manipulation, and Deletion
Majoritarian Illegitimate Behavior
Information Fraud
Request Pattern Analyses
Key Leakage
Immutable Ledger Manipulation
Identity Spoofing
DoS & DDoS Attacks
Collaborator Discrimination
Data Leakages

Severity

Likelihood

●
●
●
●
◕
◑
◑
◑
◔
◔
⚪
⚪

◑
⚪
⚪
⚪
◕
◔
⚪
⚪
⚪
⚪
◑
◑

Countermeasures
Multiple Information Coordinator Instances, Multiple Access Guards, External Supervision
Request Logging, Financial Penalties
Data Backups, Multiple Information Coordinator Instances, Fingerprints, Proof of Existence
Multiple Access Guards, Multiple Information Coordinator Instances
Record Fingerprints, Financial Penalties, Reputation System [59, 139], IoT Sensor Data [105]
Multiple Accounts per Participant, Active Obfuscation
Encryption combined with Access Control, Time-Interval Attributes [134]
Careful Node Operator Selection
Authentication via Signatures
Preemptive and Reactive DoS Avoidance [136, 137]
ABE-based Access Policies
Data Record Payload Encryption

manipulation of the immutable ledger requires an attacker to take control of a majority of ledger nodes, i.e., to perform
a 51 %-attack [38]. The success of such an attack is unlikely given an appropriate number of ledger nodes and a careful
selection of operators. Even if such an attack succeeds, it is detectable and potential manipulations can be reverted.
Identity Spoofing.
Entities: All Entities Severity: ◔ Likelihood: ⚪
To obtain access to data records, an attacker can attempt to spoof the identity of another entity in our architecture.
We utilize digital signatures to authenticate each request between collaborators and the information coordinator, such
that a successful identity spoofing attack requires the attacker to possess the private keys of its spoofed identity. An
aspect that we covered before (cf. key leakage). Additionally, PrivAccIChain prevents replay attacks by including
timestamps and random nonces in each request. Finally, brute force attacks on the 256 bit private key [117] are still
computationally infeasible [135]. Besides, the security of the utilized key material can be configured as needed.
DoS & DDoS Attacks.
Entities: All Entities Severity: ◔ Likelihood: ⚪
Besides specialized attacks against our architecture, denial of service (DoS) and Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks target
systems with the objective to hinder users from utilizing the attacked infrastructure in its intended way. Both, internal
and external parties can perform these types of attacks. Since internal entities are well-known, respective DoS attacks
are identifiable. Thus, we can generalize internal attacks to the harder detectable and preventable external attacks,
where appropriate countermeasures are presented in past [136, 137] and current research [138]. Resource accounting
as well as pattern and anomaly detection represent preventive and reactive methods. Due to our distributed architecture
and the recording of usually time-uncritical information, DoS attacks only pose a minor threat to our system.
Collaborator Discrimination.
Entities: Collaborators Severity: ⚪ Likelihood: ◑
Since data records can be stored for a longer period of time before all collaborators with authorized access request
these records, selective discrimination of individual collaborators during key distribution is possible depending on
the utilized distribution mechanism. With a classical public-private-key encryption scheme, the symmetric key is
encrypted individually for each recipient. Thus, the attacker can encrypt an invalid key for a specific collaborator such
that this collaborator will not be able to decrypt the data record. Such an attack might not be uncovered for a long
period due to a potentially severely delayed data record retrieval. ABE-based key distribution prohibits such attacks
by design, since the data providing collaborator encrypts the symmetric key only once, such that all recipients retrieve
the same symmetric key. Consequentially, either all authorized collaborators can decrypt the data record or none.
Furthermore, the distribution of an invalid key is detected as soon as a single collaborator tries to decrypt the data
record, such that the provision of invalid decryption material can be detected more quickly.
Data Leakages.
Entities: Information Coordinator, Collaborators Severity: ⚪ Likelihood: ◑
Similar to the intentional data distribution, data records might be revealed by an unintentional distribution or as a
result of an attack against the information coordinator. However, although we assess the likelihood of external attacks
higher than for intentional data distribution, external attacks usually do not reveal the required decryption keys. Hence,
attackers gain no access to valuable information since the payload is still encrypted and protected by ABE policies.
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8.3. Conclusion of our Security Discussion
We identified twelve potential attack vectors against PrivAccIChain and analyzed their severity as well as their respective likelihoods. Furthermore, we discussed several implemented as well as optional countermeasures. In Table 3,
we summarize all attack vectors and respective countermeasures.
Overall, we categorize information fraud as the most likely attack against PrivAccIChain, since collaborators might
expect competitive advantages by providing invalid, made-up, or tampered information. The potential severity of
information fraud is well-known [45], which underlines our assessment of information fraud being a critical attack
vector. Although information fraud might be detectable upon manual or even automated inspection, advanced features
such as the inclusion of trusted sensors [105] or a reliable reputation system [59, 139] paired with legal penalties for
misbehaving collaborators are required to further mitigate the risk of information fraud. Due to the tunable resilience
against entity collusion of our architecture by utilizing multiple access guards, we assess the remaining attack vectors as
unlikely and rather uncritical. Thus, we conclude that PrivAccIChain provides appropriate data protection capabilities
as well as a tunable trade-off between transparency and data privacy along supply chains.
9. Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed PrivAccIChain as a design that enables privacy-preserving and accountable multi-hop transparency
even in dynamic supply chains. In Section 9.1, we first summarize the findings of our literature review before concluding the presentation of our proposed architecture PrivAccIChain. Finally, we discuss future work in Section 9.2.
9.1. Conclusion
Even though a multi-hop collaborations between business partners along a supply chain positively affects business
performance, profits, and customer satisfaction [7, 11], their implementation requires advanced solutions to mitigate
negative impacts. For instance, emerging paradigms such as the Internet of Production [13] steer toward short-term
business relationships without prior trust, which must be accounted for. Recent approaches that address associated
challenges follow different paradigms. While active mediation or decentralized business process monitoring [91]
enable mutual agreement on multi-hop production processes, other approaches [19, 23, 29, 38, 62] propose product
modeling to enable multi-hop product and production transparency. However, as highlighted in our extensive literature
review (cf. Section 3), these approaches either address specific supply chains, e.g., food supply chains [23, 38, 75],
require trust between businesses [62], or do not provide appropriate data privacy or needed scalability [21, 29].
Despite the valuable contributions of these approaches, we identified a lack of approaches combining all desired
properties (cf. Section 2.4). Thus, we presented PrivAccIChain as a novel approach that achieves a tunable trade-off
between data transparency and privacy and provides accountability and verifiability by distributing control over critical
system components to multiple entities. PrivAccIChain provides reasonable performance that suffices for real-world
supply chains as our comprehensive performance evaluation of PrivAccIChain’s functionalities demonstrates. Since
we base our evaluation on insights into the realistic supply chain at e.GO Mobile AG and its e.GO Life automobile,
our evaluation surpasses evaluations of other approaches not only regarding scale, but also regarding its realism and
real-world impact. We complemented our evaluation with a detailed analysis of potential attack vectors as well as
a discussion of appropriate mitigations and deduce that PrivAccIChain provides adequate and use case-adaptable
security standards.
However, we want to emphasize that aspects regarding information accountability beyond our architecture’s boundaries require further research, which we elaborate on in the subsequent discussion of future work.
9.2. Future Work
Generally, we can categorize future work into three groups. First, a fine-tuning of certain design aspects can help
to support use case-specific needs in PrivAccIChain. For example, attribute commercialization promises to develop
new business models as information stored as part of PrivAccIChain can be offered for sale by the participating collaborators. Similarly, a time-based ABE encryption scheme [134] allows PrivAccIChain to also operate in scenarios
with challenging data privacy needs where transparency might be rated as less important. On a related note, various
mechanisms can extend the functionality of PrivAccIChain. Reputation systems, which have been previously proposed
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for the use in blockchain-backed supply chains [59], can support dynamic supply chain environments as companies
can source additional information about yet unknown potential business partners and suppliers.
Second, supporting users with a selection of setup options for PrivAccIChain can improve its readiness for realworld deployments. For example, building on top of our security discussion (cf. Section 8), PrivAccIChain would
benefit from clearly defined concepts that propose how to configure all relevant security parameters during operation.
Here, especially a rate-limiting system for interacting with the information coordinator comes to mind. This feature
could potentially be further linked to the previously discussed reputation system. Furthermore, the ABE policy design
could be formalized for different scenarios to allow for a simple setup of PrivAccIChain across diverse supply chains in
the future. As we stated before (cf. Section 5.4), designing policies is a complex, yet crucial aspect of our architecture.
Third, further research is required at the boundaries of our architecture, i.e., several orthogonal research questions
remain. A major issue is the trustworthy and reliable sensing of information [3, 105]. PrivAccIChain can only provide
accountability and verifiability after the data entered the system. Hence, ensuring data correctness is an important
research direction for utilizing our architecture to the best extent. For example, both a clear linking between physical
and digital objects [23, 140, 141] as well as a trustworthy recording [105] is required. Even though related work [31]
frequently identifies these aspects as open challenges, no completely satisfying and universally suitable approaches are
available. To get a broader overview of open adoption challenges, Gonczol et al. [31] compiled an extensive list that
they extracted from related work and industry.
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Appendix A. Pseudo Code of our used Supply Chain Traversal Algorithm for Tracking and Tracing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

def t r a c e ( t r a c e i d ) :
q u e u e = Queue ( )
r e c o r d s = Map ( )
queue . put ( t r a c e i d )
w h i l e n o t q u e u e . empty ( ) :
r e c o r d I d = queue . g e t ( )
i f recordId in records :
continue
r e c o r d = API . g e t R e c o r d ( r e c o r d I d )
r e c o r d s . add ( r e c o r d I d , d e c r y p t ( r e c o r d ) )
for r e f e r e n c e in record . t r a c i n g _ r e f e r e n c e s :
queue . put ( d e c r y p t ( r e f e r e n c e ) )
return r e c o r d s

Listing 1: Pseudo code of the algorithm used for collaborator-based tracing in PrivAccIChain.The utilization of a queue enables multiple threads
or processes to request records in parallel.The algorithm further keeps track of already requested records to avoid duplicated requests and nonterminating reference loops.However, the latter can by design (cf. Section 2.1) only occur upon malicious construction of other collaborators.
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